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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 97 No. 223 In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky., Saturday, September 18, ,1976
The Gregg Smith Singers will appear in Murray on Wednesday, November 10, at 8:15 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium,Murray State University, as a bonus concert in the Murray Civic Music Association series. Smith, native ofChicago, began his career in 1955 when he organized thetregg Smith Singers at the los Angeles JapaneseMethodist Church. By 1959 the singers had become so closely associated with the choral music of Stravinsky thatSmith was asked to prepare the chorus and orchestra for the rites in honor of the late maestro in Venice. Theyhave made five European tours and have won three Grammy awards. They have just released an album ofStephen Foster melodies conducted by Smith entitled "America Sings." Tickets for Civic Music Association seriesmay be obtained from the headquarters at the downtown brand of the Bank of Murray, phone 753-0711 or bywriting to 1010 Westgate Drive, Murray.
Spring Reagan Supporters
Now Backing President
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') — Spring
supporters of Ronald Reagan for the
Republican presidential nomination
have turned to fall Ford backers in
Kentucky, state GOP officials say.
Leaders in the Reagan primary
campaign are now working side-by-side
with those who supported Ford seeking
to get the President re-elepted in
November, said carnpaie leaders
reached by telephone Friday.
Larry Van Hoose, executive director
of the state Republican Party, said the
former Reagan supporters are showing
no hard feelings.
"I think the makeup of the campaign
is the best comment on that," he said.
"Former Gov. Louie Nunn ( who was
a member of Reagan's national
Campaign committee) is an honorary
chairman," he said. "Arid Olney Owen,
who was the day-to-day director of the
Reagan campaign in Kentucky, is a
vice chairman."
Van Hoose said there's no indication
that conservative Republicans who
may have favored Reagan are any less
active because of Ford's nomination.
He said grass roots support for the
Republican ticket appears as strong as
in previous presidential elections and
perhaps stronger.
It was kind of an exciting convention
and obviously that helped out," he said.
"Right after the convention our local
leaders were hearing just every day
from people who wanted to help.
even many people who are Democrats
are volunteering to campaign for the
President_
"We're confident the job will be done
for us out there where elections are won
and lost. I know of not one single county
where there is any conflict whatsoever
left over from the primary battle," he
said. "Both men were good candidates,
acceptable to Kentuckians."
In fact, the conflict in the Republican
primary — as opposed to Jimmy
Carter's relatively easy victory in the
PROPHETIC PICTURE — Randy Orr (17) runs through the sign and on to
the field before the start of the Murray High-Mayfieid football game Friday.
Little did he know that a few hours later, he would catch the touchdown
Democratic primary — probably
helped generate interest in the GOP,
Van Hoose believes.
He said Republican registration in
heavily Democratic Kentucky is "at an
all time high since computerized
figures have been kept.
"We're at just over 470,000, up some
35,000 since 1973," compared to
Democratic registration of about
1,100,000 in the state, he said.
Harold Rogers of Somerset, the Ford
campaign chief, said he "could not be
more pleased.
"Former Gov. Louie Nunn is one of
our four honorary state chairmen along
with former Sen. Thruston Morton and
Congressmen Tim Lee Carter and Gene
Snyder," Rogers said.
"Nunn and Snyder were the Ken-
tucky delegation co-chairmen for
Reagan, and Morton and Carter were
for Ford," he said, "but they've
blended together extremely well with
no animosity whatsoever."
15' Per Copy One Section — 10 Pages
Carter Cuts A Trail
Through South Friday
Jimmy Carter is stressing his
Georgia roots in speeches to Southern
voters, apparently in response to
Republican claims that President Ford
is winning support in the Democratic
nominee's backyard.
Carter cut a trail through the South
on Friday as he closed his second full
week of campaigning and headed for a
weekend of rest at his home in Plains,
Ga.
He reminded Arkansas and
Mississippi audiences that the last
Deep South president was Zachary
Taylor, then touched on civil rights,
saying the passage of desegregation
laws was good for the South.
His remarks on his Southern heritage
appeared aimed at countering
Republican strategists who have been
claiming that Ford is picking up votes
in the South, considered to be the base
of Carter's strength.
Ford's Southern strategist, Harry
Dent, suggested Thursday that the
-.South was ripe to be yanked away from
Carter. Dent, who also plotted the
successful Southern strategy of
Richard Nixon, said Ford would por-
tray himself there as a rigid con-
servative while painting Carter
born again liberal."
Ford's running mate, Sen. Bob Dole,
sounded that theme Friday, telling an
audience in Alabama that Carter "may
be a Southerner by birth, but he is a
Northern liberal by politics.',',
Carter's running mate, Sen. Walter
Mondale, took the day off.
Ford on Friday cited plans for a
three-day campaign trip next weekend
to Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and
Florida.
Ford said he doubted national polls
that show him trailing Carter neuly
everywhere, saying his own polls show
he is making great progress against the
Democratic nominee.
!leading for home, Carter stopped off
in Biloxi, Miss., for a campaign ap-
pearance with the state's two
Democratic senators.
He said politicans who once were
bastions of opposition to civil rights
legislation now are symbols of "a
bygone era" and should be judged on
other accomplishments, not on their
racial attitudes.
Flanked by Sens. John Stennis and
James 0. Eastland, both powerful long-
time opponents to most civil rights
laws, Carter called passage of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the laws that
followed the most encouraging events
in the South during his lifetime.
Those laws, he said, liberated the
South and the rest of the nation from a
long preoccupation with the racial
issue.
pass that gave the Tigers a 12-7 win over Mayfield marking the first timesince 1975 Murray has beaten the ( ardinals. for story and more photos,see the sports section
(Staff Photo by Butch Greet)
Carter, asked later how he could
praise Eastland and Stennis, who
consistently fought the civil rights laws
Carter views as essential, replied:
"I don't think it's fair to stigmatize
Southern politicians of .a bygone day
because of their stand on the race issue,
And as far as I know, except on that one
issue, their credentials are admirable."
Carter said such politicians emerged
in an era in which separate but equal
school facilities were not only ac-
ceptable but were the law of the land.
Dole, returning home to Washington
after a trip to Minnesota and Alabama,
said his jaunt had been good, "despite
the gesture." He was referring to a
campaign appearance in New York on
Thursday when Vice President Nelson
A. Rockefeller, who was campaigning
with him, made an obscene gesture to a
group of demonstrators.
In Alabama, Dole spoke at a fun-
draising event in Birmingham, where
he challenged Mondale to debate him in
the South. He said Mondale, from
Minnesota, is afraid to expose his views
in the South.
A federal judge on Friday rejected
legal challenges to the presidential
debates scheduled to start next
Thursday. U.S. District Judge Aubrey
Robinson said independent candidate
Eugene McCarthy and American party
candidate Tom Anderson should have
taken their complaints to the Federal
Communications Commission or the
Federal Election Commission.
McCarthy is trying to be included in
the debates, and Anderson wants the
debates stopped. Robinson's decision is
expected to be appealed.
Meanwhile, the president of CBS
News said his network might boycott
the debates between Carter and Ford
because of a disagreement with some of
the arrangements for the confrontation
made by the League of Women Voters,
which is sponsoring the event.
BUS DRIVER OF THE YEAR — Albert (lack) Higgins, right, received the busdriver of the year award Wednesday from Assistant SuperintendentWilliam Miller of the Calloway County School System. Higgins is in hissecond year as a fuH-time bus driver for North Elementary School. Theaward is based on a no-accident safety record and economy of operation.
Staff Photo by David 1511
Smoking Appears To
Be On Decline Here
Smoking appears to be on the decline
in Calloway County, but only among
adults. Among teen-agers, on the other
hand, especially girls in the 13 to 17 age
group; it is increasing.
Such are the findings, based upon
nationwide surveys conducted by
governmental and private health
organizations.
They point to a marked drop in the
percentage of adults who continue to
smoke cigarettes and a cutback in
consumption on the part of many
others.
Their figures show, for the United
States as a whole, that only 39.3 per cent
of men over 21, are smokers now, as
against 42.2 per cent in 1970 and 52.4 per
cent in 1964, when the Surgeon-
General's anti-smoking campaign
began.
As for the women over 21, some 28.9
per cent now smoke, compared with
30.5 per cent in 1970 and 31.5 per cent in
1964.
Quite different is the trend among
younger people. The number of girl
smokers in the 13 to 17 age bracket has
increased by a half-million in the last
five years. One-fourth of them smoke
and, of these, 40 per cent consume more
than a pack a day.
In Calloway County, based upon a
breakdown of the figures, ap-
proximately 6,645,000 packs of
cigarettes were sold in the past year.
The findings are from data compiled
by the Public Health Service, the
American Cancer Society and others.
Related' to Calloway County's
population over age 18. the con-
sumption was at the rate of 328 packs
per person.
Elsewhere in the United States, by
way of comparison, the average was
198 packs and, in the East South Central
States, 209.
The attitude toward' Smoking, ' by
those who indulge and those who do not,
has changed considerably in the last
few years, the Public Health Service
finds.
Among the smokers themselves,
there have been more determined
attempts, some successful and some
not, to stop or to cut back.
As for the non-smokers, concerned
about health hazards* they have been
agitating to have more public places
designated as non-smoking areas.
How much are Calloway County
residents spending for their smoking
pleasure? Their bill was close to
$2,392,000 last year, it is estimated, or
about 8118 per smoker!
Network May
Boycott Debates
WASHINGTON (API — One of the
four national television networks
scheduled to broadcast the presidential
debates says it is considering a boycott
unless some groundrule changes are
made.
Richard Salant, president of CBS
News, said Friday the network is
„considering pulling out of the debates
because it objects to three restrictions
imposed by the League of Women
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Classifieds 8  9
Deaths & Funerals. , ,  10
Let's Stay Well 10
Portly Cloudy
Partly cloudy through Sunday with a
chance of showers continuing on
Sunday. High Saturday near 80. Lows
Saturday night near 60. Highs Sunday
in the upper 70s. Outlook for Monday
partly cloudy with a chance of showers.
Probabilities of measurable
precipitation 30 per cent Saturday night
and 50 per cent Sunday.




By Abigail Van Buren
(1. 1976 by CAKAgo Totmorevr14 V 74444.4 Sy nci in<
DEAR ABBY: A few years back, you published a letter
(n which a reader told you off, saying that God alone was
the only truliiiiialified "Family Planner."
I clipped it out to save and now I can't find it. If you
recall that letter, will you please run it again? I thought
your answer was one of your best.
RUTH C. IN LA JOLLA
DEAR RUTH: I found it. And here it is:
DEAR ABBY: Since God alone can create life, and since
God alone knows what tomorrow brings, HE alone is truly
qualified as a Family Planner.
How did a smart girl like you ever get taken in by
Planned Parenthood?
A LONG-TIME ADMIRER
DEAR ADMIRER: I read the figures on population
explosion and saw the picture*of thousands of starving
children born of parents who did not want them and could
not feed them. I then concluded that a just God could not
possibly have given life to innocent children only to doom
them to death by starvation in their infancy.
DEAR ABBY: My father has always been a charmer
and a chaser. His latest conquest is a wealthy widow who's
• on in years. She's been giving my father large sums of
money.
My mother knows what's going on, but she doesn't care.
In fact she encourages it to the point of dialing this
woman's number and handing the phone to Dad.
Mother says the woman is stupid and has more money
--than she knows what to do with. Furthermore, Dad is
performing an act of mercy in brightening the poor old
woman's life. She's not senile, just lonely.
Her sole heir is a married son. If he finds out how much
money my father has taken from his mother, can he make
trouble for him? (Legally, that is?)
WORRIED DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: Only if the son can prove that his
mother is incompetent and/or bad been defrauded by your
father. As I understand it, the woman GAVE him money.
He merely accepted it. A gift is still a gift.
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are senior citizens, and
.• •
our problem is Joey, our 16-year-old grandson. He was
:h. picked up for possession of marijuana, and even worse, he
• is also a pusher. He is on probation now.
Joey's mother tour daughter) is divorced from his father.
Joey was living with his father because his mother couldn't
handle him. Since this happened, Joey's father refuses to
keep him. He told his mother just to turn the kid out in the
street and let him live like the bum he is. (At 161)
Our daughter can't handle him, and his father wants
nothing to do with him.
I remember when Joey was just a little shaver, I'd play
with him, and he always wanted to be the "good guy





't--• DEAR HEARTBROKEN: I don't know what happened
to him, but I suspect be was brought up in a home without
Z. love and guidance. And unless someone succeeds in
z establishing a truly caring and consistent relationehip with
• this 16-year-old, he's a cinch to be a big problem to
• himself, his family and society.
_ 3, Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
1 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All OCcasions." Please enclose a
' long, self-addressed, stamped (240 envelope.
•
s raw
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TO 1 ISO KIDS
Sat. Afternoon 2:00
(Soon--Peter Pan"---Grizzly)
P.ov... We 73 lU
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East Elementary FTC will
have a potluck picnic at three
p.m. at the school. Games and




Association will meet at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at eight p.m.
Derby Day, sponsored by
Sigma Chi fraternity, will be
held from nine a.m. to five
p.m. at Cutchin Recreational
Complex. Public invited, no
charge.
Gospel singing, featuring
Don Hendley Singers, will be
at Farmington High School at
7:30p.m.
Rummage and bake sale
will be held by Senior Citizens
at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach
Streets from nine a.m. to four
p.m.
Catfish diener at $2.50 per
plate will be served from four
to seven p.m. at the Hardin
Senior Citizens Center prior to
the country music show at
eight p.m.
Sunday, September 19
"Corrie : Behind the Scenes
With The Hiding Place" will
be the film shown at Hazel
United Methodist at seven p.
m. No charge.
Spring Creek Baptist
Church will hold homecoming
today.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Bennett will be honored on
golden wedding anniversary
with a reception at the
recreational room of Peoples
Bank, 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray, from two to
four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Peterson will be honored on
golden wedding anr.iversary
with a reception at Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church from two to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
Jewell will be honored on
golden wedding anniversary
with a reception at
Community Room, Federal




Methodist Women will meet at
Cayce Church near Fulton at
2:30 p.m.
Musicale by members of
Sigma Alpha Iota music
fraternity will be held at 3:30
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,




Society will meet at the
Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Penny Homemall;ers Club
will meet at the home of
Modena Butterworth at one
p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at First




Club will meet at seven p. m.




will be at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at 7:30 p.m.
with Dr. H. S. Jackson, Jr., as
speaker.
Theta Department, ,Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
dinner meeting at the club
house at 6:30 p.m.
Record World's
Countrs Male Artist of the Decade
Sonny
James




Caterday - Sept. Nitti
Teo tie Slums
7 pan. aad 9 pm.
Reserve choir soots 54 00
Reserve Bleacher Soots - 53 00
Children under 12 - Bleachers I 50













Wig be gives *may
Purchase Raffle Tickets at the Door
Sponsored by the
Calloway County High Speech Team







FOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1976
•
Look in the seclionyjn which SCORPIO
your birthday climes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "V er•
what your outlook is, according Tact and orderliness are the
to the stars. traits to emphasize now. Some
of your future objectives are
shaping up. But take it easy!
Best efforts could be offset by
premature action.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Steady does it — lest you
upset the fine balance now
existing in so many situations.
Perceive thoughtfully, listen
carefully, brush up on an
unused talent.
CAPRICORN
;Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14
Be sure of the logic of your
statements and decisions;
recognize a bright idea — your
own or another's. Put into ac-
tion whatever methods are most
likely to succeed.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar influences somewhat
mixed, so aim at steadiness.
Rely upon knowledge in-
telligently sought, and upon
good advice.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to. Mar. 201
Clear thinking and direct
action may be necessary for you
to overcome interference with
your plans. Refuse to let anyone
or anything distract you from
your main objectives.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great originality,
inventiveness and imagination.
You have a constant craving for
knowledge and should never
stop educating yourself, since
the Virgoan is often the one who
breaks through old boundaries
for greater attainment and
opens new vistas for all. You
have a deeply sensitive nature, -
are unorthodox at unexpected
moments; could make a skilled
scientist, researcher in
technology, educator, actor or
writer. In the latter field, you
could especially succeed as a
dramatic critic, historian or
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Tor----A
Mars, fairly favorable,
promises a generally
satisfactory day. Keep yourself
in.line and you will help others
to do likewise, insuring gains
for all.
TAURUS
(Apr.. 21 to May 21)
If others want to make
changes, evaluate carefully
before dissentiqg: They may be
for the best. If you truly feel
they are wrong, don't go along
with them.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21
Now you have an opportunity
to spread your wings a bit, to
investigate' new areas of ac-
tivity. But do not drop a well-
organized program merely for
the sake of change.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ISO
Good chances now of meeting
new and interesting people. In
fact, talk with one who is
unusually knowledgeable may
broaden your mental horizons
considerably.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 .124(g
Stellar influences give a lift to
your personality, new incentive
for gain: help you to spur ac-
tivities to a lively pace. A day
for accomplishment!
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP Lit
Don't believe that you are
alone in strife, difficulty or
dilemma. They are everywhere
— but YOU can conquer
through your innate good
judgment and self-discipline.
LIBRA
1Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Give your best, then await
returns calmly. If crises arise,
either within the family group
or without, preserve
equilibrium, perspective,* writer of technical treatises.





FOR MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, ITN
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
Look to those about you for
easing day's tensions. An
associate could give you some
sound ideas for streamlining
tedious routine.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t$
A good day for advancing





(May 22 to June 21)
You now have a chance to
prove your ability to someone in
authority, but it's one of those
days when you'll have to go it
alone.
CANCER
(Ape 22 to July 2.3)
Permed influences. Job mat-
ters should prolefer but
romance is under something of
a cloud. Be prepared for the
unexpected and the discon-
certing.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2(;ti
Check all facts. Do not take
reports or statements at face
value — especially if they're
likely to influence your attitude
toward a co-worker.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. ZI) RP%.
The "usual way" may not be
good enough now. But take care•
not to go out too far on the ex-
perimental limb. Good
Judgment, excellent in this Sign,
needed.
LIBRA(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) jt—rs'
Appraise your own work and
actions objectively. Are there
loopholes you are using to evade
what you are truly capable of






nvel;(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You now have a chance to
capitaliie on some of your finest
gifts, two being adaptability
and enterprise. But keep reins
in check. Don't be overly
aggressive.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your perceptiveness and
intuition should be keen now.
Get into the spirit of things and
do your utmost — which can be
substantial. Good news in the
offing.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi4
Watch trends, but do not
follow all. Ask questions,
remember similar past con-
ditions and the results of actions
taken. You can find the right
answer if you really search.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Situations may place you in
conflict with those who are
enforcing "rules:" Arguments
will get you nowhere, however.
Be discreet. and amiable.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some astute rechecking may
save you time, wasted energy
and costly errors now. Don't
divert efforts from constructive
channels.
)(440
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly knowledgeable person,
with creative ability, and gifted
along scientific and educational
lines. You have a capacity for
hard work, meticulous attention
to detail, and are outstandingly
trustworthy. Sometimes you
lack self-confidence but, if you
can overcome this, there are no
heielts you cannot reach —
especially in the fields of
dramatV writing, acting,
statesmanship, diagnostic
medicine or as a business
leader. Birthdate of: Upton








Mary Morris represented the Jackson Purchase Area in
the Kentucky 47H Variety Show held during the State
Fair in Louisville. She did an impression of "Edith Ann."
Mary is the laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin 0. Morris
and is a freshman at Murray High SchooL
HENNINGER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Henninger of Murray Route.
Eight are the parents of a
baby boy, John Thomas,
weighing ten pounds fifteen
ounces, born on Friday,
September 10, at 3:45 pm. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is self employed
at Dick's Body Shop. Their
other children .at Rick, age
six, and Beth, age four.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Henninger of
Lakeland, Fla., and Mr. and
Mrs. William Allbritten of
Murray.
BLACK BEANS
What are black turtle soup
beans? They're ordinary
black beans used in thick
soups and in Oriental • and
Mediterranean dishes,
according to agriculture
marketing specialists at the
U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
Kids 8-13
Kick off some fun at the
free Punt, Pass & Kick
Coaching Center
First, come to our delaership with your parent or
guardian, between August 6 and September 20, and
register for PP&K. Be sure to ask for your free
PP&K Tips Book. It has valuable tips from the pros
on how to prepare for Punt, Pass and Kick. Then at-
tend the free PP&K Coaching Clinic. You'll have
fund and maybe even develop the skills that will
make you the PP&K national champion!
T7ME 6 30 P. NI. Place M. Middle Date Sept 20
NEGISTIATICNI *GINS AUGUSTA
°Welt Disney Productions
SEE WALT-DISNEY STUDIO'S NEW MOVIE
eisi fir•-re THE MULE WHO KICKS 100-YARD FIELD









The CB radio boom is causing many people to
install radio antennas on their houses. And that can
be dangerous!
Of the electrical fatalities happening around the
home, about 12 percent occur when a radio or TV an-
tenna falls across a high-voltage power line. So never
erect an antenna within falling distance of a power
line.
Any 4ime you're working in the- vicinity of power
lines, be sure you and your "good buddy" know and
remember where they're located. If you don't, "we
gone" could mean forever.
az West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray- Mayf i e Id
Echoes From The Past
In the days before the Eggners' Ferry
bridge spanned Kentucky Lake, the
only way of getting from one side of the
river to the other was by ferry.
Evidently the last ferry to run was
Eggners', hence the name of the bride;
but in 1929,a man by the name of W. P.
Williards was the ferry keeper — and a
conscientious man he was too,
according to all reports. I am
reprinting a letter that was first printed
by Hall Allen some years back; he had
gotten it from W. Neville Stone of
Paducah. The letter goes:
Hon. Thomas L. Walker, Collector of
Customs & Surveyor of the Port
Louisville, Ky.
My Dear Mr. Collector and Surveyor;
Judges Prince brings me the disturbing
intelligence that his good friend and
political ally, Mr. W. P. Williams of
Aurora, is about to feel the heavy hand
of the federal government. It seems
that a customs inspector riding down
the Tennessee Rive,r on one of his tours
of duty, discovered that Mr. Williams,
in the operation of his ferry, had
transgressed certain federal
regulations and promptly proposed to
assess against him a fine of $210. I
sincerely trust you are aware of how
much money $210 is in Marshall
County.
The sum of Mr. Williams' offending
seems to have been: ( t) He had a red
light on his boat where the green light
ought to be, and the green light where
the red light ought to be. ( 2) He had lost
the clapper out of his fog bell.
As to the first item, I am unable to
make any detailed argument, since I do
not know what the effect wold be on
the Tennessee River traffic of having a
transposition of the red and green
lights. However, I do not recall that in
my trips in that community I have ever
seen the placid bosom of the river
disturbed with any considerable
number of vessels, and I doubt
seriously if the time will come in your
life or mine, that there will be any need
of a traffic cop or of his ordinary
concomitants — red and green lights —
on that peaceful stream. It occurs to me
(A Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and family notes. I
„Written By Judith A. ifaupin
Mr. Williams' Ferry
that for purposes of safety, forgetting
for the minute federal regulations, one
smokey lantern would be quite ample
along that particular portion of the
Tennessee. I can never bring myself to
believe that human lives were in
danger because a red light was where a
green light ought to be and 4 green light
where a red one ought to be.
As to the second charge: It is true
that a most careful search of the fog
bell revealed no sign of a clapper. How
long it had been missing I do not know.
Doubless not more than several years.
Times and men move slowly along the
Tennesi& in Western Kentucky, and I
seriously doubt if Mr. Williams would
have noticed the defect in any brief
period, or, having noticed it, that he
would have gotten around to repairing
it.
Aside from that, however, he stoutly
contends that, even though he lost his
clapper, his whistle was all right. Shall
the great government of the United.
States complain of a ferryman losing
his clapper when his whistle is
functioning perfectly? Certainly no fog
ever descended over the waters of the
Tennessee thickly enough to hush the
shrill shrieking of Williams whistle if it
were performing in the magnificent
manner he claims for it. If the raucous
voice could not be heard in the fog
above the din of the mazes of traffic at
Aurora, of what possible good would it
have been to have had a clapper, no
matter how resounding, in the bell?
All in all, it seems to me that the
public safety was being amply
_protected, even though technical
- regulations - may have been slightly
violated; and however careless the
ferryman may have been with respect
to technical regulations, it is known to
all men in that community that no man
could be more cautious in guarding
against any real danger. I am told that
Mr. Williams refuses to overload the
ferry-boat by as much as one ear of
corn, one golden pumpkin, or one peck
of sweet potatoes. I hear that
notwithstanding the most insistent
urging, he will not put his boat otit to
sea when the weather threatens; that
even a cloud of the Scriptural size of a
man's hand is sufficient to keep him in
port, no matter how sorely tempted he
may be by the fees offered him by those
adventurous souls teho would cross the
river regardless of approaching
storms. It is a matter of common
knowledge that he has plied the waters
of Aurora since 1910 without a single
accident.
Yet, for a few technical violations he
is asked to pay the huge sum of $210. To
one operating a ferry in Marshall
County, it is a breathtaking figure. If
such fines are to be assessed, better by
far that the ferry-boat be abandoned
and its master take to his nets in pursuit
of the succulent catfish which abound
thereabouts. I believe you will agree
with me that this is a case in which fines
and penalties deserve to be
compromised. I sincerely trust you can
see the way clear to do so, and on
payment of a nominal sum square the
record of this faithful boatman.
Next week, we will go back to the
general store, and I will print the
replies I received concerning that
column, including where the store was
located. I will also have some more
inquiries of my readers.
Bible
Thought
The high priest asked him,
and said unto him, Art thou the
Christ, the son of the Blessed?
Mark 14:61.
And when he said, "I am!"
they thought they had reason to
crucify him. Who do you say
that Re is by your Weiland ac-
tions?
10 Years Ago
Navy Ensign John H. Dunn, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Dunn, of
Mt.-ray Route Five, has made his first
solo flight in a "Buckeye' jet trainer
, aircraft while undergoing flight
training at Meridian; Miss.
Murray merchants are preparing the
largest welcome party in the history for
better than 6,359 students of Murray
State University on September 20 on the
court square.
James Alan Valentine son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ottis Valentine has enlisted in the
U. S. Army.
Mrs. W. C. Rowland died September
16 at Rochester, Mich.
Mrs. Edgar Shirley was elected
president of the WMU of the First
,Baptist Church. Mrs. E. C. Jones is the
retiring president.
Murray State Thoroughbreds lost to
East Tennessee 26 to 16 in football.
20 Years Ago
The home of Mary Rowland, located
on North 16th Street, west of the street,
burned last night about 11:10.
With evening students yet to register,
Murray State College appeared headed
to a new high in its fall enrollment. The
students now total 1,872, according to
Wilma Outland, assistant registrar.
Dr. Hugh McEirath of Murray will be
a Kentucky delegate at the 97th annual
session of the American Dental
Association, Atlanta City, N.J., October
Bob Thomas, local florist, will give
two demonstrations on flower
arrangement at the Mid-South Fair,
Memphis, Term., September 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Grayson McClure
attended the preview showing of the
new 1957 Studebaker Automobile at
Chicago, Ill.
Isn't It The Truth
Ours is not an antique land and that
may be our misfortune in these times of
youth cults that preach that it is a
disaster to grow old, that diapers are
the last word in fashion. Wisdom,
however, comes with age, while diapers
come and go to the wet wash.
30 Years Ago 40 Years Ago
The Calloway County Fair opened
today with the exhibits in the Outland
Association tobacco barn and the talent
show at the Robertson Loose Leaf
Floor.
Deaths reported include James Orvis
Cain, age 63, Mrs. Alice Barber
Alderson, age 72, Mrs. Lee Bolen, and
Robert Canter, age 26.
John Fetterman has joined the staff
of the Ledger & Times.
tlirths reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James C. Williams
on September 16, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Rob Beale on September 14, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Z. B. Crouse, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Everett Nanney.
Marriages reported this week include
Geraldine Miller to Roy Brandirnore,
Jr., on August 24, Burline Knight to
Charles D. Brewer on September 7,
Barbara Bonner to Morton Fosberg on
September 4, and Corrine Willingham
to Millard E. Shaw, Jr., on August 31.
Joe T. Lovett spoke at the meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club ant+ was
introduced by Earl Littleton.
Plans for providing Murray with an
official radio station and bringing to
Murray long overdue recognition as the
"birthplace of radio" are still being
pushed by the Murray Broadcasting
Company. —
Approximately one thousand
students are expected to enroll
September 19-21 when Murray State
College opens its doors for its
fourteenth year of service as West
Kentucky's premier institution with Dr.
James H. Richmond as president.
Calloway County has been designated
as an emergency drought area by the
Agriculture Department of
Washington, D. C.
The Murray City Schools opened
September 14 with nearly 1,100 students
enrolled, according to Supt. W. J.
Caplinger.
Deaths reported include Alfred Vince
Paschall, age 86, Sam Jones, Mrs.
Arnbro Bucy, age 40, and Ulas
Cunningham.
Marriages reported include Mary
Virginia Beale to Kelly Cromwell on
Septemher 14.
Lee Warren Fox who has been
teaching at Pleasant Valley School for
the past three terms, has accepted a
position as principal of Mattoon High
School near Marion.
T. 0. Baucum, general manager of
the Jackson Purchase Oil Company,
attended the Kentucky Petroleum
Marketers Association meeting in
Officers of the senior class at New
Concord High School are Gladys
Alexander, Lurline Eldridge, and
Lewis Bucy.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Edited by
FRANK GONZALES
The Grew GATS-B Conference
First hand information, on-the-spot assistance for small business owners
Small business owners,
or those wanting to get into
business for themselves,
will have a unique






agencies during the first
regional conference of its
type, "The Great Gals-B"
(Government Assistance to
Small Business)
conference scheduled for 28
and 29 October, 1976, in
Atlanta.
The "GATS-B"
conference, to be held in
the Marriott Motor Hotel,
will consist of some 50
seminars repeated twice
daily designed to assist
businesses in such areas as










In addition to the daily
seminars, individual
counseling booths will be
set up to give "on-the-spot"




area businesses. There will
also be continuous showing
of agency program films.
Representatives will be
on hand to assist small














tion, federal trade com-
mission, general services
administration, govern-
ment printing office, in-
terhal revenue service,
nuclear regulatory com-
mission, social security ad-
ministration, and the small
business administration.
The conference is the fir-








regions-of the country have
been extremely successful,
and more than 2,000 are
expected to attend the
Atlanta Conference,
according to Wiley S.
Messick, regional director
for the Small Business
Administration, host




business owner can come
to one area and receive
information on regulations,
selling to the government,
and management and
ELECTRONICS




INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
1301 Broadway, Paducah, Ky. 42001
Ph. 444-9676
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Association
of Trade and Technical Schools, Washington, D.0
ACT NOW, MAK COUPON BELOW
Please send me information
on how I can become an (lec-
tronic Engineering Technician




Tear graduated from high school 
1
financial aids available to
businesses," Messick said.
"It is really a one-stop
shopping area for
'knowledge about the
government — a wealth of
information from a group
of agencies located in one
spot."
Attendees may register
at a cost of $20.00 before the
day of the conference, or
pay a $25.00 registration
fee at the door. The
registration includes all
seminars, exhibits, and
handout materials, as well








is limited. The conference
address is: "The Great
GATS-B," 1401 Peachtree
Street, N. E., Room 300,
Atlanta, GA 30309.
Telephone: ( 404) 526-3608-
3798.
Draughon's Business College
earns JC candidate recognition
Draughon's Business
College of Paducah has
been advised by the
pasociation of Independent
Schools and Colleges of its
recognition as a candidate
for a junior college of
business.
To gain such recognition,
it was necessary that the
college meet all the
preliminary compliance
requirements as set forth
by the A. I. C. S. These
include high standards for
the schoTA personnel, such
as a specific number of
instructors with masters
degree, teaching in the
associate degree program
and for facilities, such as,
the John Gregory
Memorial Library which
was formally dedicated in
August.
Within the next two
years, Draughon's must
complete a "self-
evaluation study" in which
it must fulfill rugged
standards set by the A. I. C.
S. These include (1) the
philosophy and objectives
.of the school, (2) a
complete analysis of the
educational program, (3)
an organizational structure
that is designed to promote
a spirit of cooperation that
permeates the entire
institution, 4) a competent
and qualified faculty, (5)
an adequate and functional
administrative staff, (6) an
adequate library, (7) a
highly ethical financial
relation with the students,
(8) a school plant that is
conducive to and supports
the educational programs











addition, it now offers an
associate degree in






are offered in six and nine
quarter Programs.
Registration is now open
for the fall quarter, class-
es begin on Monday,
September 27, at the school
which is located at 218
North Fifth Street, in
Paducah.
w" "Hello Fall' Tuesday For




of Commerce opened an of-
fice in Los Angeles Sept. 1
in an effort to attract new
industrial investment to
the Commonwealth, ac-
cording to Commerce Com-
missioner Larry Town-
send.
"A West Coast office
gives Kentucky the op-






exist in the West for ex-
pansions into Kentucky to
serve an Eastern and Mid-
western market."
"Twenty-nine California-
based. •• operations. are
presently operating in Ken-
tucky, employing more
than 5,000 persons," Town-
send continued. "Twenty of
these were established in
the last 10 years. Now is the
time — with the economy









advantage of our momen-
tum and provide additional
jobs for Kentucky
citizens."
Selected to manage the
West Coast office is 25-
year-old Kentucky native
H. Lee Durning of
-Louisville. Durning, a for-
mer stockbroker, is an
honors graduate of the
University of Kentucky
School of Business Ad-
ministration and a
graduate of the New York
Institute of Finance.
Durning said he intends
"to present to the business
leaders of the western
United States the ad-
vantages that Kentucky
has to offer to business and
'lliclustry. Once they are
made aware of the resour-
ces we can offer, Kentucky
will do the rest."
The new Development
Office address will be:








by Realtor Pat Mobley
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
HOW CAN REALTOR HELP?
Selling your home through
a Reahor will bring you as
much or more profit - with
none of the attendant
problems and headaelles
you can expect when you
try to sell it on your own.
Resides his knowledge of
the market and the skiN to
suggest realistic prices, the
Realtor has built up A 61 01
prospects that no
homeowner can possibly
match ... prospects who are
honestly interested in fin-
ding a home and financially
able to buy . . . not casual
lookers. He knows how long
to hold out, whether to take
a second mortgage. how to
Don Parker delivers the
keys to a brand new shiny
Pinto to Association of-
ficers George Hodge and
Rob Ray. The car will be
given away as 'Grand
Prize' in the fall promotion
sponsored by the Murray
Downtown Mercharls
handle earnest money
whether to lease with op-
tion to buy or sell on con-
trace
He's prepared to arrange
the intricacies of financing
and has the -know-how-
necessary to dose the tran-
saction properly. 1efieve me
- listing with a Realtor will
save you time and make you
money.
If there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PURDOM
THURMAN REAL EST All,
407 Maple St., Murray.
Phone. 753-4451. We're here
to heirs!
Association.
According to the of-
ficers you can register as
many times as you like at
any of the participating
merchants. The drawing
will be held at 5 PM on the
Court Square October 23rd.
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appeared in The Winchester
Proof 19 years ago this spring
under the headline The
Happy Hunting Ground." It':
true story worth repeating:
Recently we mourned
the passing of "The
Colonel," Nib o Farms'
pheasant whose spunky
qualities earned him a
longevity that would have
been the envy of his game
preserve cousins. The
obituary elicited this note
from Jo H. Valentine of
Greenfield, Illinois.
"I can well understand
your feeling of loss
because I once had a bird
like him, except that my
bird was named
Alexander and was a 36-
pound broadbreasted
turkey gobbler. Daily we
fought until I would quit
1
t A recent squirrel hunt proved successful for Lynn
Rogers of Almo, Kentucky. Lynn walked out of the
woods after an early morning hunt with a limit of six
squirrels.
Photo courtesy of Muoay Bait
and sit down. In an in-
stant he would step up
onto my knee, stretch to
high heaven and gobble to
the whole world about his
victory. Always he would
start the fight by rushing
at me with fogging wings
and flashing spurs. My
protection was to grab
him by the neck, hold him
close, pat and stroke his
bald head until it turned
all colors of the rainbow.
At such times he would
fill up so full of air that he
sounded like a football
and would belch like a
man who had drank a
gallon of beer. Then came
the day before Christmas.
The kids and the gran-
dkids were all coming
home for the holidays.
Alexander was to be the
guest of honor, all roasted
Sass Club Molds
last Tourney
The Murray Bass Club
recently completed its last
point tournament with the top
six fishermen qualifying for
the Kentucky State Bass
Anglers Sportsman Society's
state tourney. The Bass Club
also holds a challenge
tournament among its
Members each year,
quIminated by a "mini-
classic" tournament within
the club for the top six point
collectors. The winner of the
claqsic gains recognition as
'Fisherman of the Year."
..Joe Sills, A. B. Crass, Fred
Iterndon, Dr. Gary
fit arquardt, Robert Lowe Jr.,„
and Jim Lewis are the six men
who will advance to the
B.A.S.S. tournament to be
held at an unannounced lake
in Kentucky at a later date
this year. Some 150 members
of bass clubs throughout
Kentucky will be competing in
the tournament.
Winners in last weekend's
final tournament which was
held out of Cypress Spring
Resort were Robert Lowe, Jr.,
Fred Herndon, Charles ,k
Turnbow, Jim Lewis, Dale-
Spann and Dr. Gary
Marquardt. Dr. Gary
Marquardt accumulated the
highest number of points
during..411 the tournaments,
earning himself the annual
title of "Mr. Bass."
Spring and Summer
Kentucky's leading outdoor news section from The Murray Ledger and Times, Murray, Kentucky
Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters. fishermen and Viers who enjoy the dat-ot-doors
to a golden brown. ftook
my little 22 single shot
rifle to do the job and for
the only time in his life,
Alexander ran away from
me. The end was quick
and relatively painless.
But that night I was too
sick to get up. Presents
were exchanged, songs
sung, the turkey carved,
stomachs filled to the
bursting, and I lay deep
under the covers with a
bad case of 'flu.'
Alexander was gone. I
was sad for days and it
was my fault because I
could have replaced him
with another bird. But if I
missed him much, my
wife missed him very,
very much. Alexander
was the only creature that
ever lived, who whipped
her in a fair fight."
Dove &den Contribute More Money"
To Wildlife Projects Than Any Other
Single Croup Of &niers
By John Wilson
This year's Kentucky dove
season got off with a bang
Sept. 1 — in fact with a lot of
bangs and booms as hunters
found good dove populations
throughout the state.
A report from conservation
officers in 91 counties shows
that during the first four days
of the season they checked
7,742 hunters who had
harvested 36,764 doves: Of
those checked, 943 had their
limit of 12 birds each. The
officers felt that the dove
population was up in Western
and Central Kentucky, and
about the same as last year in
other areas of the state.
Dove hunting has increased
greatly in popularity over the
years, until now the dove
ranks as one of our top
species. As a migratory bird,
the dove is regulated by both
federal and state laws, and
biologists from both the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and
from state fish and game
agencies keep close tabs on its
numbers.
Dove hunters probably
contribute more money each
to wildlife projects than does
Safe hater Course
Scheduled At Camp Currie
- FRANKFORT, Ky., — Due
to the unusually large number
of Western Kentucky hunters
who desire safe hunter
certification, the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
has scheduled an additional
course at Camp Currie on
Kentucky Lake for September
30-October 2.
An earlier class was held at
the camp August 26-28 and in
each of the other eight wildlife
districts in late August and
early September.
The classes, conducted by
the department's Division of
Conservation Education, will
be held from 6:30 to 9:30 on
Thursday and Friday nights
and on Saturday morning.
Those hunters successfully
completing the course will
receive a Safe Hunter
Certificate which, although
not presently needed in
Kentucky, is required by 23
other states before a hunting
license will be issued. The
certificate is also required for
youngsters under 16 for gun
deer hunting on the Land
Between the Lakes Wildlife
Management Area in Trigg
and Lyon counties.
There is no fee for the
classes but attendance is
required at all sessions.
Interested persons should
contact the Division of
Conservation Education,
Department of Fish and
Wildfifs Resources,
Frankfdt, Ky., 40601 or cfill
502-564-4 76 2. Addij,Aonal
information and a ngLtration
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Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.








'SCHEDULED EVENTS & PARTICIPATION
Casting Methods —1:30 & 1:30 p.m.
Women's Outdoor Fashion Show —1:30 & 3:30p.m.
Turkey Calling Contest Finals —2:00 p.m.
Retrievers in Action —3:00p.m,
Preparing Wild Game Foods —4:00 p.m.
'DISPLAYS
Gun Ownership Information
Duck Blinds. Decoys, Antique Decoys







Sporting Dogs on Parade




•Special Bicentennial Salutei 
KAINTLICK MUZZLELOADERS INC
SATURDAY & SUNDAY AT TARGET RANGE
ON US HIGHWAY 68 VISITORS WELCOME
any other single group of
hunters. Unless you're a real
expert, it takes a lot of shotgun
shells to bag a limit of doves,
and 11 per cent of the price of
each box of shells goes into
federal fund for wildlife
restoration and management
programs.
That's been just about my
only consolation this season so
far — part of the cost of those
four boxes of shells that it took
to bag six doves will
eventually find its way back
into a worthwhile wildlife
management program
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is-Our business










somewhere in the United
States.
Some of the money will
come back to Kentucky,
where it might be used to help
purchase land for a wildlife
management area (such as
the one where I shot 4p those
four boxes of shells). This land
will be managed specifically
for wildlife — in many cases
doves — and the hunters who
then enjoy this public land will
in turn contribute more money
for future wildlife programs.
Of course, the federal aid
money is only a part of the
financing that wildlife
receives from the hunter. The
money from hunting and
fishing licenses goes to paythe
salaries of game and fisheries
biologists, conservation
officers, and other employes
of the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources. And
license money forms the bulk
of wildlife research and
management programs
including land- -acquisition.
which benefits all wildlife —
both game and non-game
species.
So those 6,799 dove hunters
who, like me, didn't get their
limit shouldn't feel bad about
it. Just buy another case or
two of shells and keep
plugging away. We've just got
to keep telling ourselves that
the more we shoot, the more
money there is for wildlife.
As I said before, that's some
consolation — but it would
sure be nice to limit out
sometime with only 50 or 60
shots.
WINNERS — Archie Jacobs, Paducah; Dean Terry, Paducah; Ted fiske, Benton, and
Johnny Childress were included in the list of winners in the second annual Ar-
chery Tournament held at Lind Between The Lakes over the Labor Day weekend. For-





GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Forty-seven archers from the
surrounding area participated
in the second annual field
archery tournament held at
Land Between The Lakes over
the Labor Day weekend.
Sponsored by tile Kentucky
Field Archery Association and
TVA, the tournament
attracted 25 more contestants
this year than the first
tournament held last Labor
Day. The event consisted of
two divisions: a special
amateur and a KFAA division.
Participants in the KFAA




Archie Jacobs, Paducah, took
first place honors with a 588
score in the freestyle; Morris
Lightfoot, Bowling Green, was
2 Met Esti* 4 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longgguicqen
-FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
•Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
lip II my he I en
Tennis Department
second; and Ray Harmon,
Lake City, third.
Betty Wiggins, Clarksville,
shot a 475 to sweep the
women's freestyle.
Jerry Barr, Henderson, took
first in the barebow class,
while two other Henderson
participants, Terry Nichols
and Bob Ross, placed second
and third respectively.-:
Shirley Melloy, Providence,
racked a 290 in the women's
barebow class for honors.
Wayne Stokes outshot his
Hopkinsville colleague Ron
Mason to take first place in the
bowhunter division with a 528.
'Dim Morgan, Bowling
Green, took honors in the
young adult category, while
Steve Morgan placed first in
the youth division. Warren
Montgomery, Fort Campbell,
placed tops in the cub class.
Dean Terry, Paducah,
edged out Bill Cole, Symsonia, -
to take honors in the open
class. Larry Davis, Benton,
took third place, shooting a
365.
In the amateur division "r
Chalon I aRaiter, Benton, took
first in the men's freestyle.
Roger Gay, - Hardin, placed'
second, and Jim McMnOlts,
Sr., Mayfield, was third.
Darlene Terry shot a 271 to
place the Paducah participant
first in the women's freestyle.
Ted Fiske, Benton,,toutshot
Roy Johnston, Mayfield, 308 to
284 to take Timor* in the
bowhunter limited class.
Steve Lynn, Paducah, took
third with a 259.
Bill Stephens, Sharpe,
placed first in the bowhunter
unlimited with a 453, while
Jimmy Chambers, Paducah,
and Johnny Childers, Hardin,




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
1145. 5* Murray, Ky. 753-1640
Hook's Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires and
four-wheel drive vehicles
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Bona Fortuna Venatione Bona
Cum Acru!
Both the Kentucky and
Tennessee bowhunting
seasons are just around the
corner and local hunters are in
a sweat trying to get ready to
bowhunt the whii.e-tailed deer.
Some of us will fill out our deer
tag this year and some of us
won't, but let's hope that all of
us have a safe season as well
as a successful one.
Bowhunting safety is one
very important and often
overlooked aspect of this great
sport that we practice. There
is much more to safety than a
mild admonition to be careful
because you are carrying a
quiver full of razor-sharp
arrows and expect to sit in a
tree all day.
The dudes that have their
heads together on bowhunting
safety know that safety begins
at home. From the time that
you leave that warm bed and
head out to sit in your tree
stand, be thinking ahead. Get
up early enough so that you
don't have to burn up the road
to get to your hunting place
before daylight. Carry the
items with you that will insure
a safe hunt.
Make sure that your
equipment is in good
condition.
Check your bowstring for
places that could cause the
string to break. (Check the
nocks on the ends of the bow
for sharp places that may cut
your bowstring. If you find
such a sharp place use fine
sandpaper to smooth it out. )
Check and re-check your
arrows for damage of any
type.
Pay close attention to Vae
nocks on your arrows. If a
cracked or broken nock is shot









bag, all the equipment.
Check me for price, 753-
0953.
14' MERRO-CRAFT boat
with 63" beam and
Moody trailer. Both in
excellent condition.
$450. Call 436-2634.
35'7 SMITH AND Wesson
model 19, 6" barrel,
$230. 410 double barrel,
$110. Call 7534935.
when the force of the
bowstring is placed upon it at
the moment of release. This is
both dangerous to the
bowhunter and to his
equipment because when that
broken nock allows the
bowstring to fall without an
arrow on the string the bow
may be damaged.
In the case of a recurved
bow it might shatter or if a
compound bow is used the
eccentric wheels may break,
or a cable, or even a limb. The
surprise caused by the broken
bow, or part thereof, caul,
cause you to fall out of the tre
you are in.
Cover your broadheacli
your life could depend on it !
Broadheads should b
covered at all times at horn
or in the field. They ar
designed to kill by cutting an,
if they are kept sharp they wil
do just that. Even a du]
broadhead will kill if you an
dumb enough to be up in
treestand with a quiver full o
uncovered broadheads.
Some bowhunters have ha:




The Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
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one or more of their own
broadheacis. The result Is
always the same, a serious
wound usually far from the
road and the car. Several local
people have had bad
experiences with broadheads
and have the scars to prove it.
The only way to travel is with
a quiver that is covered. A
bow quiver without a cover
might only cost $4.95 but it
could cost you your life.
Be extremely careful when
you do any kind of work in the
tree you have selected as a
treestand site.
Watch out for dead limbs
when climbing or attaching
steps or climbing blocks.
Either knock or cut the dead
limb out of your way so you
won't be tempted to use it as a
step in your haste to be in your
stand before daylight.
When you have placed your
tree stand make sure that
whatever device is used to
hold the stand against the tree
is in good shape. When chains
and booms are used, be sure
the welding is not faulty. If the
stand is bolted together cheek
the bolts and make sure that
they are tight. Give the stand
a super once-over before you
test it with your own weight.
Don't leave anything to
chance when it comes to
treestand safety because a fall
of twelve to fifteen feet is
more than enough to kill you.
Clear out your treestand so
that you will have
unobstructed shooting.
It is a good idea to use a
stick that is the same lenght as
your bow to check clearance
at all the shooting positions
you may use from your tree
stand. You could be injured if
the limb of your bow were to
strike a limb when you release
your arrow at a deer. A few
minutes work will remove all
the obstacles and allow you
safe shooting from whatever
position you may have to get
into in order to get a shot at
that trophy buck.
Don't forget that rope that
you are going to use to hoist
your equipment up to your
tree stand after you have
climbed up there yourself.
Leave all your gear on the
ground in a nice bundle
attached to your rope so that
you can bring it up safely.
Once you are safely up the
tree tie yourself in with the
same rope that you used to get
your equipment up with. Once
around your body and once
around the tree and if you
should fall out you won't fall
far.
If you take a deer, be careful
when you dress it because the
broadhead may still be hidden
inside. Many bowhunters have
forgotten about that razor
sharp broadhead in their
elation over taking a deer with
bow and arrow. The result
could be a nasty cut while
dressing out your deer.
Bowhunting safety cannot
be stressed too much or gone
over too many times. The hunt
should leave the bowhunter
with good feelings about
bowhunting, nature and not
scars or broken bones. Please
be careful for your own sake.
The Jenny Ridge
Bowhunters Society will holds
shoot at the Murray City Park
this Saturday, September 18
beginning at 10 o clock. Come
on out and shoot with us.




It is getting close to that
time of year again. Duck and
goose season brings out the
hardiest of hunters who brave
the cold and shun the odds.
Whz.not join the others of this
sport and attend the Ducks
Unlimited meeting to be held
in the much more comfortable
surroundings of the Triangle
Inn next Thursday
(September 23 ) at 7:30 p.m.
The new officers for the
1976-77 year will be named at
this meeting. The guest
speaker for the evening,
Donald W. Thompson, DU
Southern Mississippi Regional




concerning the meeting or
membership in the Murray-
Calloway County Chapter of
. DUCKS UNLIMITED can be
obtained by contacting
Charlie McKenney at 7534964.















Murray Home & Auto
The Ylore for the
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's 'Ware
Qualified Bear Archery Service
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harvest and the number of
limits were all higher than last
year on the opening weekend
( August 21) of squirrel season,
according to a survey of COs
and district supervisors by the
Division of Public Relations.
District Supervisors reported
a hunter success ratio of 1.7
squirrel per hunter on the first
weekend. The squirrel harvest
reported from 108 of Ken-
tucky's 120 counties shows
about 2,500 more squirrels
then last year were taken.
Meanwhile, dove season
opened at noon September 1
and will continue until October
31. The second portion of dove
season is set for December 11-
19. The daily limit is 12 with a
posse§sion limit of 24 after two
or more days of hunting.
Hunting is allowed from noon,
prevailing time, to one-half




The department will be
accepting applications for
waterfowl hunting reser-
vations from September 5
through September 21 at the
Ballard County Wildlife
Management Area'. .Goose
hunting has been set For
40-
Deeernber 1 - January 20, with
duck hunting December 11 -
January 15. Those wanting a
reservation should write
Ballard County. Wildlife
Management Area, Rt. 1,
LaCenter, Ky. 42056. The word
"reservations" should appear
on the outside of the envelope.
All requests should include the
names and addresses of all
hunters in the party, first
choice of hunting dates,
alternate dates and
preference for goose or duck
hunting. A cashier's check,
certified check or money
order for $5.00 per hunter or
$15.00 per pit should ac-
company the application.
There is no hunting on
Christmas day or Sundays:
Hunters are limited to six
hunts, including no more than
two Saturday hunts. Accor-
ding to area manager Jim
Moynahan, Ballard has had a




T Fish and Wildlife
Commission has set the 1976
Kentucky duck and goose
seasons. Duck hunting will
open November 20 and run
'Through December 2, re-
opening December 11 and
closing January 16, 1977. The
limit for ducks will again be
determined by the point
system. Goose hunting opens
November 12 and continues
through January 20, 1977. The
statewide daily limit is five
geese, which may include no
more than two Canada geese
or two white-fronted geese or
one of each. Hunting seasons
for coots and mergansers are
the same as that for the ducks.
Rails and gallinules will be in




When the Fish and Wildlife
Commission met on August 23,
two new faces were at the
table. The First District is now
represeoted by Mike Boat-
wright, a 26-year-old Paducah
farmer and the youngest
person ever appointed a
commission member.
Boatwright replaced Dr.
Donald L. Boucher of
Paducah. Dr. James R. Rich
of Taylor Mill assumed the
duties of Fifth District
Commissioner, following Dr.
K. E. I.anter of Union.'
Lexington attorney Charles
Palmer Jr. was ststrn in for
another tepn from the Sixth
District.. All three men were
appointed to four-year terms
by the governor after being
nominated by sportsmen in
their districts.
By Pimp Brooks
Four wheel drive vehicles of
all types are selling like
hotcakes as usual and perhaps
for this reason there are no
major changes in the 1977
models from any of the
manufacturers. The price has
changed which in these times
means it went up some more.
Ho*ever it is still possible to
buy a brand new 1977 four
wheel dride—witir-a V8 engine,
mudgrip tires, radio,
positraction, and skid plates
for less than five thousand
dollars.
Ford is making the 400 cubic
inch V8 available in their
trucks this year for the first
time with the four wheel drive
option. Jeep is offering disc
brakes for the CJ5 and these
are highly recommended by
any of us who do much off
road driving. Several
manufacturers are offering
one ton models with four
wheel drive for the first time.
There will be no four wheel
drive option for vans this year
although some companies do
make conversions of them.
Trick paint jobs seem to be the
coming thing and Dodge is
offering a wicked looking
truck called the Warlock. A
word of caution on paint jobs;
just about any kind holds up
well for pavement pounding
but for genuine thicket
busting, branch swiping, off
road challenge make sure the
paint is put on Mgt*. An eight
layer coat of olive drab may
not look very sexy at the DQ
on Saturday night but it is
mighty easy to touch up after













Colt Smith & Wesson -
We'll Trade For Any Gun
The Cherokee Offroaders
will be hosting a sanctioned
four wheel drive pull at the
Murray-Calloway :County
Fairgrounds on Oct. 16. Some
of the really strong machinery
from up north should be in
town for the event.
Charlie and Mary Marlatt of
Farmington, and Bob and
Sylvia Waldrop of Pine Bluff
are new members of the Twin
Lakes Four Wheelers, Inc.
The Marlatts own a Jeep CJ5
and the Waldrops own an
International Scout. This is
the first Scout in the club and
it looked mighty fine charging
around in the Blood River
ridge lands.
Keep a count on the four
wheel drives you see some day
next week. It may surprise
you. A found eighty-one in
Murray during a three hour





Gear up now for the 76 hunting
season. Brand name - top quality hun-















We Hey. d Ail'
Let us gear you up for the "Hard Times" Shoot,
Saturday, Sept. 18.
3042 Lone Oek Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
1041 Tues-Sat. Ca 'aim
am Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores onI:AeynstoUNC:cycLtuaRki e
DON McCIURE 
G 
rake 94 Eon' our of olel,,, ay for 2 T.IeS TiFn r-yh, On 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles post Bonner s Grocery Tole





Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322 1••••••••••••••




ALMOST UNREAL — Mayfield must have thought Lindsey Hudspeth (22)
 of the Tigers was alrrrost unfQ-Friday. 
Besides gaining
135 yards, scoring one touchdown and passing for another, he re
covered a fumble and batted a Mayfield 
pass which teammate
Richie Richardson picked off for an interception. Other Tigers are 
Randy Orr (37) and Alvin Parham (32).
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Lee Miller laid on the floor,
kicked up his fee, and
laughed. When you are 6-8 and
weigh about 360 pounds or
somewhere around there, you
can do that.
While Lee Miller laughed,
Andy Ryan stood sobbing, so
packed with emotion he could
hardly walk off the playing
field. Danny Richerson
jumped -around the locker
room and hugged everyone:
Laughing, crying and
hugging. rTtey. were the
Hamburger Machine and they
had just done some munching
that will go down in football
history at Murray High as
perhaps the greatest game
ever played.
To the day, maybe even to
the minute, it was history
repeating itself. Some
Mayfield fans were shocked
when they lost to Murray
High, falling at home by a 13-
12 score on September 18, 1965.
They were shocked Friday
night in Holland Stadium too,
losing by a 12-7 seore, as you
all probably know by now
unless you fell asleeep in the
bathtub and are just waking
up.
Oh!, the Hailiburger
Machine. How it enjoyed
chewing up and spitting out
Mayfield. The offensive attack
of Mayfield went flop-flop.
And oh!, what a relief it was!
Mayfield billed itself as
having the top defensive team
in the state. Now, they are
second best.
Second best wasn't good
NOWHERE THIS TIME— David Fischer (23) of 
Mayfield gets nothing on this carry except a ta
ste of the turf as he is brought enough for Donnie
down by linebacker Andy Ryan, who played one 
of his best games ever. Other Tigers are Lee 
Miller (78) and David Kennedy (71). Winchester, for Andy 
Ryan,
(Stuff notes by Berry Drew) Frank Gilliam, Ike Miller,
Tim Lane, Jeff Oakley,
Lindsey Hudspeth, Barry
Wells, Eddie Rollins, Tony
Bayless, Darrell Foster,
Richie Richardson, Dav
Kennedy, Tim "Do r"
Garland and erry
Thompson.
Everyone witio wore a Tiger
uniform a hero. Those
who di play were on the
sid Ines, screaming
,entoucagment while those
who played heard the screams
and seemed to gain a reserve
source of energy.
There were two times in the
game it looked bleak for
Murray High.
Leading 6-0, the Tigers were
eating up Mayfield's offensive
line. They were blowing them
out like a happy five-year-old
blowing out candles on his
birthday cake.
On the Tiger 40, Mayfield
had to punt on a fourth and
fouri But a 15-yard penalty on
Kansas City Edges Chicago
White Sox 3-2 Last Night
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Pennant pressure? Not on
us, say the Kansas City
Royals.
"I think we're in pretty good
shape right now,, -declared
Royals Manager Whitey
Herzog after his club edged
the Chicago White Sox 3-2
Friday night. That win,
coupled with Oakland's 3-2
loss to Texas, raised Kansas
City's lead over Oakland in the




"We're 5'2 games up
withou- many games to go (13.
to be exac- )." Herzog said.
go
"We're going to have to keep
winning. If we start feeling
sorry for ourselves, we're
dead. But I'd rather be here
than where Oakland is."
Elsewhere in the American
League, the New York
Yankees beat the Milwaukee
Brewers 5-3 in 11 innings, the
Boston Red Sox defeated the
Detroit Tigers 8-3 and the
Minnesota Twins trounced the
California Angels 11-2.
Baltimore at Cleveland was
rained out.
George Brett was the big
hitter for the Royals Friday
nigh , driving in all hree russ
with a single, a sacrifice fly
and an infield out.
Dennis Leonard got the
victory for the Royals, who led
Oakland by 12 games on Aug. 6
but saw the A's close to within
31,-2 games earlier this week.
The clubs will play each other
six more times, including a
threegame series in Kansas
City that starts on Tuesday.
Rangers 4, A's 3
Texas scored twice off
Oakland relief ace Rollie
Fingers in the seventh inm
to erase a 3-2 deficit
Mike Hargrove w ed to
open the innin and Jeff
Burroughs gled. Paw_
Lindblad eplaced Dick
WHO'S GOT THE BEST DEFENSE? —This 
proud group of future Tigers let 
photographer Barry
Drew know who's the best. The Tige
rs held Mayfield to lust 98 total yards
THE HARD WAY Lindsey Hudspet
h got many of his 135 yards the hard way, so his OV/11. Nom
he goes up the middle after taking a hondoff from 
quarterback Roger Grow (12).
Bosman as the Oakland
pitcher and gave up a wild
pitch, moving the runners to
second and third. Lindblad got
Roy Howell on an infi
grounder, then Fingers
in to pitch.
Gene Clines drove in
Hargrove wi' a sacrifice fly,
then To rieve singld home
Burr,ighs with the winning
run
z Yanks 5, Brewers 3
Graig Nettles snapped a 31
tie with his 27th home run of
the season—tops in the AL—
leading off the 11th inning,
then :he Yankees added an
insurance -run on Willie
Ftandolph's squeeze bunt to
spoil "Salute -to Hank Aaron
Nighe."
Aaron, baseball's career




however, the Brewers' 42-,:
year-old DH had his
problems— he struck out,
fouled out, popped up, flied out
and popped up again in five
times a. ha..
Red Sox 8, Tigers 3
Rick Burleson, Carl
Yastrzemski and Butch
Hobson drove in two runs
apiece for Boston. Luis Tiant
scattered six hits to raise his
record fico 19-11 with his ninth
victory in his last 10 decisions
and his seventh complete
game in his last 11 starts.
Jim Rice homered for
Boston while Willie Horton
and Ben Oglivie connected for
.he Tigers.
Twirls 11, Angels 2
Larry Hisle drove in three
runs with a homer and a bunt
single and Dan Ford and Steve
Braun had two RBI apiece for
Minnesota, which broke open
a close game by scoring four
runs in :he seventh and four
more in the ninth.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The Philadelphia 76ers of the
National Basketball
Association have purchased
guard Henry Bibby from the
New Orleans Jazz in a straight
cash deal.
No price was disclosed
Friday.
Bibby, a four-year veteran
who starred at UCLA in his
college days, began his NBA
career with the New York
Knicks. He was traded to the
Jazz in 1975.
:he Tigers for a personal foul
wiped out the punt and
Mayfield took over on the
Murray 25.
On a second and eight from
the Tiger 13, halfback Gaylon
Wilson broke off tackk and
went 13 yards for the
touchdown and with Robert
Creason's 'PAT, Mayfield led
7-6 with 3:35 left in the third
period.
On the following series,
Tiger tailback Lindsey
Hudspeth did his thing: run
and run. And with the aid of
two 15-yard penalties on
Mayfield for late hits, the
Tigers worked the ball down to
the Mayfield 23 before the
quarter ended.
Then came the play of all
plays; one Tiger Coach John
Hina had worked on all season
and had saved for a crucial
game. On a play that
surprised everyone, Hudspeth
heaved a fourth and 17 pass
for a 21-yard scoring bomb to
Randy Orr.
Murray went for the two-
point conversion but Hudspeth
was hit almost before he got
away from the line of
scrimmage and with 11:12 left
in the game, the Tigers led 12-
Now, who has the best
defense?
On the second play of the
next series, Mayfield
quarterback Jeff Boyd tried a
pitchout. The ball was
fumbled and Hudspeth
recovered on the Mayfield 27.
But the proud Cardinal team
did not give up. They stopped
Murray and again took over.
The proud Tiger teanielfd not
give up. And again, The proud
Mayfield team did not give up.
It kept o -diat way, nobody
giving p anything, in
, yardage.
ith less than three minutes
left in the game, Mayfield took
over on their own 41 after Jeff
Oakley punted the ball away.
On a third and 10, David
Kennedy broke through the
line and chased Boyd about 15
yards behind the line of
scrimmage. Boyd fired.
Hudspeth tipped the ball and
cornerback Richie
Richardson of the Tigers
grabbed it and returned it to
the Mayfield 45. niece was
2:24 left on the clock at that
point.
From the endzones, from
the stands and from the
sidelines, Murray High fans
then realized it was about to
happen. Tony Bayless bulled
his way for nine yards,
Grogan kept for a yard and a
first down.
The clock kept ticking.
ield
Mayfield called a tirneout.
Darrell Foster, who blocked
:he best of his career, gained a
yard.
Now it was less than a
minute left. Hudspeth
crunched throtigh the middle
for 15. Then there was a 15-
yard penalty on Murray High.
Then, Roger Grogan fell on
:he ball and the horn went off.
It was beautiful, it was
crazy; it was, more than
anything, else: A win over
Mayfield.
In the last quarter, Mayfield
had minus four yards rushing.
Who has the best defense?
The first touchdown of the
game was socred by
Hudspeth. It was set up on a
20-yard pass from
quarterback Roger Grogan to
tight end Eddie Rollins. That
carried the Tigers to the
Cardinal 24.
On the next play, Hudspeth
followed a David Cathey block
and went 24 yards for the
score. The PAT failed and
Murray led 6-0.
Mayfield did not cross
midfield in the entire half,
thanks to punts of 44,46 and 42
yards by Oakley.
In fact, Mayfield crossed
midfiled only once the whole
game. That was the only time
they scored. Now, who hattJhe
best defense? /7
"People can argbe from
now to eternity IAA right now,
without a question, we are
better Agin Mayfield," said a
jubilant John Hina.
"They never had field
position all night, thanks to
Jeff Oakley. Jeff is a senior
and he hasn't had a chance to
play much because of the
operation he had a couple of
years ago. He's worked hard
all week on his punting. He's
second half? And how about
that Darrell Foster, he's
getting better every game."
Murray had 136 net yards on
the ground, Mayfield had 98.
Murray had 41 in the air,
Mayfield had zip. However,
the Tigers did have 95 yards in
penalties while the Cardinals
had only 70.
But the key thing
turnovers. In three games,
Murray High has forced 12
turnovers. Lee Miller, David
Kennedy and Lindsey
Hudspeth all had fumble
recoveries while Richie
Richardson came up with the
game's only interception.
Hudspeth won the individual
battle over Mayfield's super
numingback David Fischer
Hudspeth had 135 yards,
Fischer 74.
Hudspeth now has 478 yards
for the season, has rushed for
six touchdowns and thrown for
one.
In tree games, Murray
High is allowing the opponent
an average of only 91 total"
y
off
ardsen e. per game in 4a1
77
Murray is no,..tb in Class
AA District, play. However,
the Tigers-Must go on the road
and .play Trigg, and Todd
City and will play a tough
Caldwell County club at home
for the other District clash.
Next week, Murray is at
Fulton City for a non-District
game. And Fulton City
regards its annual battle with
Murray like the Tigers regard
their annual battle with
Mayfield.
But for the next few days,
people walking down the
streets in Mayfield might just
happen to hear an echo that
hasn't yet left the locker room
at Holland Stadium: Now, who
such a great kid and I'm so 
has the best defense'.
happy for him.
"And it's the best games
we've ever gotten from our
defensive ends . . . Frank
Gilliam and David Kennedy
were really something. And
didn't Andy Ryan have some
kind of a game? And do you
remember that hit Kerry
Thompson put on to open the
BUFFALO (AP) — The
Buffalo Braves of the National
Basketball Association
donated 820,000 Friday to help
keep basketball alive in the
city's public schools.
A school official said the
money would cover all except
about $5,000 of the basketball
programs for boys and girl&
7160TT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Wili Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
14==74
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
In Florsheim boots you make a 
statement about
yourself everywhere you go Every 
step of the
way there's a strong image of c
onfidence. pride
and self-assurance. Florsheim 
boots. designed







































23" Color TV  
19" B/W TV  
Spinet Organ  
Major League
Standin6
By The ociated Press
A ICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pet. GB
ew York 90 55 .621 -
Baltimore "80 65 .552 10
Cleveland 73 72 .503 17
Boston 71 76 .483 20
Detroit 67 79 .459 231/2








THAT FRIENDS, IS DEFENSE!!! - David Fischer getkot‘uled here by a bundle of Tigers. In on the play are Timmy "Doctor"
Garland (74), Frank Gilliam (82), David Kennedy (7 Kerry Thompson (81) and watching from downfield is Tony Bayless (24).
(Staff Photos by lorry Drew)
Philad phia Has Rough Time
As ey Lose To Chicago Friday
OB GREENE
Al' Sports Writer
"Anything you can think
v 'about has happened to us in- the last few weeks," said
le-Philadelphia Phillies
Manager Danny Ozark.
Take Friday night, for
example.
Trailing the Chicago Cubs 3-•
the 
Phillies tied the game in
ninth inning on Jay
'Johnstone's double, Bob
Boone's single and Larry
• Bowa's triple.
"All we needed was one
more base hit in that spot,"
i• Ozark said. "But hits are hard
to come by these days."
Then in the 12th, pinch-
hitter Champ Summers hit a
high fly that the wind brought
back towards the infield.
Bowa, the Phil's' shortstop,
`" went out, then came in before
he dropped the ball for a two-
base error. After two walks
`'; loaded the bases with two
outs, Jerry Morales singled to 
thleft, scoring Summers as e
Cubs won 4-3.
Pittsburgh Manager
beamed as his Pirates
defeated the New York Mets 4-
1 to pull to within three games
of the National League East
Division-leading Phillies.
Just a month ago, the
Phillies led the Pirates by 151/2
games.
In other NL games Friday,
Montreal defeated St. Louis 9-
5, San Francisco downed
Cincinnati 4-2 and Atlanta and
Los Angeles split a pair, the
Atlanta Braves winning the
first go 1-0 in 12 innings and
the Dodgers taking the
nightcap 11-7.
Giants 4, Reds 2
Pitcher Jim Barr defeated
Cincinnati for the fourth time
this season and Marty Perez
hit his third home run as San
Francisco toppled the Reds.
Barr, 12-9, who needed relief
help from Randy Moffitt, is
the only National League
pitcher to post four victories
against the 1975 world
champions this season.
Expos 9, Cardinals 5
Rookie left-hander
GeraldHannahs posted his
first major league victory as
the Montreal Expos
hammered out 12 hits in
swamping St. Louis. Hannahs,
making only his second major
league start-ironically both
against the Cards-gave up
two runs in the first and
surrendered Jerry
Mumphrey's first major
league home run in the
seventh before being relieved
in the eighth after giving up a
two-run homer to Hector Cruz.
Braves 1-7, Dodgers 0-11
Atlanta's Tom Paciorek led
off the 12th inning of the first
game with an infield hit, was
sacrificed to second, moved to
third on a wild pitch and
scored on catcher Ellie
Rodriguez' passed ball. The
tainted tally broke up a
pitching duel as Dodgers
starter Don Sutton went 11
innings before being relieved
HE LOVED IT-All 6-8 and 340 or 360 or however many pounds there ore to Lee Miller hod a
ball in the locker room Friday night. Miller, like the entire defensive line, also had a boll on the
Field and that's not the fumble recovery we're talking about either.
Repossessed Clearance






2 Manual Organs 
Electric Guitar
Ovation Guitar " $1200
AM/FM Stereo-Phono $1 Ow
Olds Trumi)et $1 Ow
J B Music Chestnut St.
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4.10 Wed-Sun.Hwy. 45-N, Mayfield 247-3675
• • • •
by loser Charlie Hough, 11-8.
Atlanta starter Frank Lacorte
gave up three hits in the first
10 innings, but reliever Adrian
Devine, 4-5, picked up the
victory. _
In the nightcap, Los Angeles
scored five runs in the fourth
and added four more in the
sixth. The big hits were
Burke's bases-loaded double
and Ted Sizemore's two-run
triple. Atlanta's Dave May hit
a two-run homer.
PITTSBURGH (AP) -
Penn State's board of trustees
has approved a plan to boost
Beaver Stadium's seating
capacity to 76,017, an increase
of about 16,000.
The stadium will be
enlarged by the start of the
1978 season, according to the
trustees' plan approved
Friday.
MONTREAL I AP) - The
Montreal - Expos announced
the signing Friday of Dennis
Sherow, 21, an outfielder from
Inglewood, Calif., who bats
and throws right-handed.
The 6-foot-4, I95-pound
Sherow was the second-round
draft choice of the Expos in
Last June's free-agent baseball
draft.
SAN • DIEGO (Al') - Bill
Muncey, the nation's
winningest hydroplane driver,
has set a national record in
qualifying for a race at the age
of 47.
He piloted his Atlas Van
Lines boarat an average of 218
milegN an hour Friday in
qualifyitrk .for Sunday's
'Thunderboatikegatta.
The old record'also was held
by Muncey, set tt'ilsummer
at Pasco, .Wash., en rbute to
both the 'boat and defter
unlimited national
championships. His
qualification put-nine boats of
11 possible starters in line for
the Mission Bay race with
more qualifying set today
Kentucky Grid Scores
By The Associated Press
Thursday's Games
Henderson Co. 28,
Owensboro Catholic 20 -
Friday's Games
Adair Co. 8, Hart Co. 0
Allen Co. 30, Tompkinsville
14
Bath Co. 46, Fleming Co. 21
Belfry 24, Evarts 0
Berea 30, Wheelwright 28,-
overtime




Boyd Co. 44, Barboursville,
W.Va., 13
Boyle Co. 20, Harrodsburg,
14
Breathitt Co. 38, Morgan Co.
20
Bullitt Central 15, Meade
Co. 14
Caldwell Co. 30, Trigg Co. 14
Campbellsville 13, Hancock
Co. 6
Campbell Co. 24, Dixie
Heights 0
Carroll Co. 14, Dayton 7
Clarksville, Tenn., 24,
Hopkinsville 14
Clark Co. 17, Jessamine Co.
8
Conner 7, Ludlow 0
Corbin 10, Middlesboro 9
Covington Catholic 20,
Bellevue 0
Covington Holmes 36, Simon
Kenton 14
Cumberland 25, Bell Co. 14
Danville 35, Lincoln Co. 0
Daviess Co. 48, Butler Co. 12
Maysville 14, Lex. Sayre 6 --
101111 ercer Co. 7, Estill Co. 6
Metcalfe Co. 25, Caverna 8
Mullins 22, Virgie 12
Murray 12, Mayfield 7
Nelson Ca. 37, Washington
Co. 1/3
Newport Catholic 20, Ft.
Thomas Highlands 6
NicholasCo. 6, Beechwood 2
N. Bullitt 13, Grayson Co. 6
N. Hardin 10, Christian Co. 7
Ohio Co. 9, Warren Central 8
Oldham Co. 48,
Breckinridge Co. 14
Owen Co. 41, Beth Haven 7
Pineville 20, Williamsburg 0
Prestonsburg 18, Rowan Co.
8
E. Hardin 26, Barren Co. 6
Edmonson Co. 6, Green Co. 0
Elizabethtown 22, Glasgow 6




Fairview 27, Paris 24




Ft. Campbell 26, Fulton Co.
0
Fulton City 33, Crittenden
Co. 14
Heath 42, Reidland 6
Henry Co. 18, Eminence 6
Jeffersontown 43, Jeff
Eastern 8
Jeff. Atherton 28, Lou. Male



















Baltimore Palmer 21-12 and
May 12-101 at Cleveland 4 Thom-
as 3-31 and Bibby 12-5,2
Boston ( Lee 3-71 at Detroit
(Ruhle 9-11) - •
New York ( Ellis 15-7) at Mil-
waukee ( Travers 15-13)
Texas ( Boggs 1-5) at Oakland
(Blue 15-12)
Chicago ( Brett 10-9) at Kan-
sas City ( Fitzmorris 15-11),( n)
Minnesota (Golli 13-13) at
California (Ross 7-15), (
Sunday's Games
Baltimore at Cleveland, 2
Boston at Detroit
Chicago at Kansas City
New York at Milwaukee
Minnesota at California
Texas at Oakland, 2
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
Phila 88 58 .603 -
Pitts 85 61 .582 3
New York 77 70 .524 11/2
Chicago 68 80 .459 21
St. Louis 65 80 .448 221/2
Montreal 50 54 .347 37
West
Cincinnati 95 54 .638 -
Los Ang 83 65 .561 111/2
Houston 73 76 .490 22
San Fran 69 81 .460 261/2
San Diego 67 81 .453 271/2
Atlanta 65 85 .433 301/2
Saturday's Games
St. Louis ( Forsch 6-10 and
Solomon 0-I ) at Montreal )stan-
house 8-10 and Keener 0-0), 2.
Pittsburgh ( Demery 10-5) at
New York (Seaver 13-10).
Philadelphia ( Carlton 17.6) at
Chicago ( R. Reu.schel 13-10).
San Francisco) Halicki 12-15)
at Cincinnati (Norman 12-4),
t n )
Los Angeles ( Hooton 9-14) at
Atlanta ( Ruthven 13-15), (n)
San Diego r Freisieben 9-12)
at Houston ( Richard 17-14), ( n )
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia at Chicago.
St. Louis at Montreal, 2.
Pittsburgh at New York.
Los Angeles at Atlanta.
San FrancischatCincinnati.
San Diego at Houston, 2.
YOUR KNOW YOU'RE IN TROUBLE- You don't spit into the wind, you don't step on Superman's
cope and you don't mess around with Andy Ryon (66). If you do the latter, you know you ore in
trouble as Gaylion Wilson ( 22) of Mayfield finds out the hard way,
(Stott Photos by Barry Drew)
Ronnie Coleman Is NFL's
Leading Rusher For Now
By HAL BOCK
- AP Sports Writer
The National Football
League's leading rusher will
be playing in Buffalo this
Sunday.
No, it's not O.J. Simpson of
the Bills.
Give the Juice another
couple of weeks. He is, after
all, essentially still in training
camp after joining his club on
the eve of the season's opening
game.
The current rushing leader
is Houston's Ronnie Coleman,
who churned out 142 yards in
the Oilers' opening-game
victory against Tampa Bay.
Coleman carried 25 times,
producing a healthy 5.7
average.
Simpson? Oh, he managed
just 28 yards in the Bills'
opener against Miami. But
they came on only five
carries, producing an average
of 5.6 yards per attempt, just
about matching Coleman's
production.
In Sunday's other NFI.
games, Atlanta plays at
Detroit, Cincinnati is at
Baltimore, San Francisco
hosts Chicago, Dallas is at
New Orleans, Green Bay
visits St. Louis, Los Angeles is
at Minnesota, Philadelphia
entertains the New York
Giants, Seattle goes to
Washington Cleveland faces
Pittsburgh, Miami visits New
England, the New York Jets
play at Denver and San Diego
goes to Tampa Bay.
The Monday night game
features the Oakland Raiders
playing the Chiefs at Kansas
City.
Jim Otis of St. Louis didn't
miss Coleman by much. Otis,
the NFC rushing champion a
year ago, gained 140 on 27 tries
as the Cardinals knocked off
expansionist Seattle in their
opener. This week, Green Bay
gets the job of containing Otis
and running mate Terry
Metcalf, who gained 113 on
just 16 carries against the
Seahawks.
With a week of practice
instead of a single day,
Simpson figures to get more
work this week against the
Oilers than he did against the
Dolphins last Monday night.
He'll alternate with Roland
Hooks while Vic Washington
replaces fullback Jim
Egraxton, who's out for the
year with torn ligaments in his
right knee. To fill the running
back gap, the Bills claimed
Jeff Kinney on waivers from
Kansas City.
Also working harder this
week will be Los Angeles
quarterback Pat Haden,
who'll probably start against
ttlk: Vikings. Regular James
Harris is still nursing a broken
thumb and backup Ron
Jaworski broke his shoulder in











INTRODUCING A NEW LEVEL OF ELEGANCE
DESIGNED TO BRING NEW LEVELS OF SATISFACTION.
A s, -,tr t jvr,glow. g light bends gracefully
across a thickly podded textured roof. This is
Cordob0 for 1977 Offered for the first time with
the distinctive new Crown roof. An elegant option
for on already remarkably satisfying car
A car that from inception hoc satisfied one s
aesthetic sense with its purity of design ond finely
crafted interiors. Interiors offered even in fine
Corinthian leather.
A air that sans) es ones cxogmotic sense by
its surprising oPordobility and the rir-jenotii.is Leon
Burn Engine* controlled by a small computer, it
fires with uncanny precision to run smoothly and
re- oonsi vely
1977 Cordoba Few things in life
achieve its rare combination of great
beauty ond uncommon good sense
And few things will satisfy so much





Jim Fain Motors, Inc.
810 Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 753-0632
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Pi
NOTICE i4OW ThIE OLD
MAN DOE5N'T 5NAP BACK-
FROM A $16 NIEPI47 ON Ti-IE
TOWN LIKE 14E L.15E1, TO?
ITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
Crossword Puzzler




6 Brig 7 Worthless
11 Selected leaving
13 Edge BPaidnotice
14 Conjunction 9 Continued
15 Gilt story
17 A slats 10 Test
(abbr ) 12 Closer
le Knock 13R•y
20 Swimmer 18 Old nim•
21 inlet Ice Thailand
22 Brother ot 19 Fervor
Jacob 21 Told
24 Male sheep 23 Declare
25 Repast 25 Substance
26 Regard 27 Organ of
28 Trade for tearing
money 28 Ferry. as wine
29 Asterisk 30 Melancholy
30 Bristle 31 Kind of hat
31 Frame for hit
holding
coffin




































32 Pertaining 39 English
to the laity itreetcar
13 
Empower 40 Paradise
4 Couples 43 Edible seed
5 Allowance 44 The self
for waste 47 Hebrew let-
37 Pintail ter
ducks 49 Near
I 2 3 4 5 ILOS ekk;.:
:1111R4
























































rIERE5 ONE THAT ACVERTIk5.
'ADVENTURE, FELLOWSHIP AND
CREATN11,C. AND HERE5 ONE
THAT HA5 AN iNOR RIDING
CiN6 AND AN OLYMPIC POOL I
Aka hOU TR4tNe TO
BRING .VtE BAC): DOWN
TO EARTH, MARCIE ?
GO DOWNSTAIRS AND










All day singing, dinner
on the ground.












Approximately 12,000 sq ft of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342.
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.





10 MEN OR LADIES with
cars wanted for light
delivery work,
very good daily
pay. Must be neat
appearing and have
drivers license. Work
full or part time-days,
evenings or both. Apply
203 South 5th Street,
Miller Building, Suite
104, start applying after
9 a.m. Monday, 20th.
15 TELEPHONE
RECEPTIONISTS
wanted. Good salary, no
experience necessary,
we train you. ages.
Apply 203 South 5th,
Miller Building, Suite
104, start applying after
9 a.m. Monday, 20th.






5 man body shop doing
business in Southern Ill
town of 10,000 since 1936
needs auto body man ex-
perienced in all phases of
wreck repair. Excellent
working conditions.
For details call 618-
25 3-8627 8 to 5, 618-
252-6520 5 to 9.
KITCHEN HELP and
waitress, 2 p.m.-8 p.m.
Monday-Friday. Apply.,
in person at Sandwich-
Teria, 309 N. 16th.
WANTED - parts man.
Must have experience in
















Apply in person. Six
miles South of Murray
on Highway 641.
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell or buy Watkins and







yours after 6 months
specialized training.
Earn $15,000 to.
$35,000 a year in
management.
I will start you with
up to $1,000 a month
guaranteed, send you
to school for 3 weeks
expenses paid, train















nesday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
collect (5025 442-7341. 4
WANTED SELLERS for
flea market to be held








per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremeridous future if


















Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
14 Want To But
USED CEDAR CHEST.
Call 753-7585.












$39.00 to $199.00. Jelly
safe, corner hutch, dry
sink, secretary, Icebox,
hope chest, love chest,
hutch table and chairs.
Mirrored Hall Tree.
Regular 129.00, special





















15, Articles- For Sale
COMPLETE 29 gallon
aquarium. Electric





TOY SALE. 728 Fairlane
Drive. 8-? Wednesday,
September 22nd. Air
hockey game, small pool





Basinet, $5.00. Call 753-
7466.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric




and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $6.40.
4x9 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross & Tuck




storm door. 3' x 6' and 4
inch. Call 753-0229.
14 STORM windows in
good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon





black interior. Sold for






21/2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to




and Service, 500 Maple










ton farm truck, flat bed,




FOR ALL YOUR fencing




tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
402 CORN HEADER for
660 Case combine. Call
753-9861.
FARMALL TRACTOR
with 2 row mounted corn
picker. Good condition.
Call after 6 p.m. 1-354-
6327.





bearing. Like new. Used
on less than 50 acres.
Real bargains. If
Interested call 489-2413
TWO ROW Papec siliage
corn header. Used only
one year. Excellent
condition. Call 436-2372







ton trucks. C-60 Series,
1972 Chevrolet C-60
tractor, 1969 Chevrolet
tractor C-60, 1971 Ford
two ton F-600. 1972 GMC
1,2 ton enclosed van. Call
354-6304.
20 Spurts Equipment
17' DAY CRUISER, cutty
cabin, 75 h.p. motor, and
trailer. All in very good
condition. $950. Call 753-
0388 days or 753-2738
nights.
1973 ALOHA 24' Pontoon
boat, aluminum top,
1973 Mercury 65 h.p.
electric start. Blood




















Plastic put under hcalise:




made any size for
antique , beds or
campers. Buy direct and
save on all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
26 TV Radio






23 CHANNEL CB radio.
High Gain One. Nearly
new. Call 753-7639 after
5.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1968 CHEVELLF 12 x 60.
Call 492-8330 after 5 p.m.





1974 mobile home, 12 x
40. All electric, 2
bedroom. Has new
carpet throughout,




Call after 4, 437-4155.
27. Mobile Home Sales




20 ft. driveways, city
water, 1/2 acre lots with
trees, just like paying




1974 12 x 65 Two Bedroom,
2 full bath, fully
carpeted, central air,
extra nice looking, may
assume loan. Call 623-
8811 in Mayfield, after
6:00p.m.
1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM 10 x 40,





heat and air. $60 per
month. Call 436-2427.
31. Want To Rent





32 Apartments F3r Rent
ONE BEDROOM
efficiency apartment






33 Rooms For Rent




34. Houses For Rent
HOUSE, 1305 Vine Street.
Three bedroom, 2 story.
No pets. Call 753-5898
after 6 p.m.
FOUR ROOM house in
Hazel. Good location.
Couples with 1 child
only. Call 492-8746.
HOUSE FOR RENT to
elderly couple or lady.
No pets. Call 753-2987
after 4:30 p.m.
36.For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,










Original Back Up Band For
Elvis Presley







THE BOOTLEGGERS Tues. Thur Sat. Great
Music To Listen To Smooth Music To Dance To
The Barn Trio Each Sunday Evening, Smooth
Sound of Music! Request All You rOld Favorites.
Each Sunday Night, thicken, Fish or Ham with
all the trimmings served Family Style, plus our
super Salad Bar... Only $4.50 per person, Prime
Rib At It's Best! King Size Cut - Cooked the
Way You Like It.
Brenda Leo Nov. 4th and 5th


























months old. Has papers,
black and silver. Male.
Call 753-8182 or 753-7947.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also vei.












September 18.8 a.m. to 5




FIVE PARTY Yard Sale,
Saturday 8-5. Behind K
and N Rootbeer on South
4th. Men, women and
childrens clothing,
r plants, toys, furniture,
books. In case of rain be
held following Saturday.
GARAGE SALE 1720
Holiday Drive, 8-4 p.m.
Many items. Saturday
only.
YARD SALE: Sat., Sept.
18 7:00 til??? Located
across from Garlands
Used Car lot at 511ka S.
4th St. watch for sign.
Lots of clothing, ladies Si
children, furniture,
jewelry, shoes, toys,
games and odds and
ends.










in sales for 1976 needs
your listings. Call 753-
1651, if you are in-
terested in selling your
property.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK home on one
acre lot located West of
Murray surrounded by
quiet, scenic coun-
tryside. This is a like
new, modern ranch style
home with large brick
fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen,









acreage for sale by
owner. 16 acres with 600
feet of County Road
frontage - $600 per acre.
12 acres plus 100' x 200'
access lot - $400 per
acre. Small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
Buyer. For directions to
inspect phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
DO YOU WANT to live in
one of the finest lake
subdivisions? Whether
you want to buy and
build now or build later,
now is the time to buy
one or more of these
choice lots on Kentucky
Lake at Ceclarling Hills,
next to Lakeway
Shores.Call Guy Spann
Realty to get all details
about these beautifully












Don't let the Bathroom make your house





-Quality That Will Please"
So. 9th 753-K
Finally in Murray




v, Blank Recording Tapes
Your Pioneer tar & Home
Stereo Headquarters
Weekly Record Specials
Located in the new
Dixieland Shopping Center Annex
Open '1118
FIVE ROOM house for
sale or rent. To a mature
couple with references.
A large garden and no
pets. Call 753-7449.





Across from Post Office.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,





2 bath home just West of
city limits of Murray.
This is new listing and
features large den with
fireplace, living room,
kitchen, formal dining
room, 2 car attached
garage with --%concrete
driveway, electric heat
pump, and many other
fine features. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 anytime, day or
night, for full time Real
Estate Service.
175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, coin Or
wheat. Some bottom







St., Murray, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
FOR SALE at 816 N. 19th
Street. Nice 3 bedroom
brick, Pa bath, large
den and built-in kitchen.
Washer and dryer
included. Owner leaving
town, must sell. $28,500.
Seven acres with good
old frame house on
Highway 94 East about 9
miles out. Good building
site. $14,500. Galloway
Realty, phone 753-5842.
1792 KEENLAND - 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick








loan with small down
payment. Call 753-8080





large lots. 12' x 65'
mobile home,
completely furnished,
central heat and air,
washer and dryer, 12 x
8' add on utility room, 5'





siding and city water on
2.3 acres. Five miles
from Murray on 121
South, $18,000. Also a 2
bedroom, newly
decorated and carpeted.





division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den With fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 1N baths. Central





"IF WASHINGTON/ )5 GOING TO EXPAND ifiE
NATIONAL PARK SYSTE/vi UP HERE, I HOPE1T' NUT -THAT CROWD THAT5 I3U1LIDING
THE PIPELINE ."
49 Used Cars & Trucks
-
OH 011,136MOBILE Vista
• Cruise station wagon.
Excellent condition.
Low mileage. Call 753-
7639, after 5.
MEM
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved st.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902
or nights 753-1742 or 753-
4060, terms available.
Hai* hlon's Special
2 bedroom frame, storm
wiade•s, electric well
hooters, am bath, with as.
we lei located east *ear
city Smits. Oily $11,000.00
Fins Or Subdivide
U Acre Fars wear lake has
epees. 1 mile blacktop Irials
wry treetop, plum several
Mild* sights overtook's",
bottom Med. Ake 12 rhO
nice trailer. (CA for up-
pointwiewt).
Fisk Each Day
New Ky. Wks, we have o 2
betlyeom year mewed home,
has Ira*, porch, patio, will
to wall carpet, with *rue
Wt. $12,000.00.
Wdsoa Ms. 4 Real Istate
Phew. 153-3263 anytime
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM,
large bath, kitchen den
combination on corner
lot for $28,000. May be
seen at 1624 Kirkwood.
Phone 753-5384 after 430
p.m.
LARGE FAMILY ROOM
- kitchen, 3 bedrooms,
plus den, 2 baths,
workshops-storage
building. Central air,
electric heat. Call 753-
9380.
HOUSE BY OWNER, 4
bedroom brick, dining
room, central heat and
air. Two car garage,
hasement. Call 753-8821.
HOUSE FOR SALE, 2
bedroom house at 403
South 8th. Small down
payment. Will finance if
needed. Has a small
cottage in back which
can be rented. Call 753-
8669.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick ranch just about
ftVe miles East of




1900 sq. ft. .9 acre lot.
North Johnny Robertson
Rd. Call 753-1926.
HOUSE AND LOT 100 x
58. Two bedrooms,
living room, kitchen and
bath. Fully carpeted.
Mrs. Elsie Stone, 407 N.
3rd, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Call 753-4418 or 7519102.
NEW GATESBOROUGH
home, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. Open beamed
cedar den. Dlning, living
room. Sunny yellow
kitchen. Large lot,









208 F. Main 753-3361
46. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$25,000, 1007 Olive St.
Murray. Call 753-7448.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.
41 Motorcycles
1970 KAWASAKI 175 trail.
Newly rebuilt engine.
Electric start. Looks
and runs good. $185. Call
753-2263.
1971 HONDA CL 175. Good
condition. Brand new
rear tire. Must sell. $225.
Call 498-8704.
1975 HONDA 400-4 3,400
miles. Perfect condition.
$650. Almost It off new
price. Call 753-8445.
48. Automotive Service





400 Cu. in with 4 barrel
carburetor. Rebuilt this
year. With all new parts.
Call 753-0008.






and waxed $25. Free
pickup and delivery.
Call 751-5606.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 CHEVROLET 2 door
custom coupe hardtop.
Power And air, extra
nice. Call 753-1530.




NICE 19'73 Datsun 2 door,
$1,495. 196 5 Ford
Ranchero, "2 ton, $350.
Call 489-2595.
1972 DATSUN pickup.
Good condition. Call 753-
7893.




, miles. Price $2,150. Call
753-9501.
THREE VOLVOS for
sale. 1975 and 1974









88, extra sharp. See at
Phillips 66 Station 4th
and Chestnut or cell 753-







Black on black. Loaded.
Call 435-4383.
1968 DODGE Customized
Van. Everything in it.'
Can be seen around
University. Call 436-
5459.
1975 STEP SIDE Chevy
pickup. Red with silver
stripes and custom
painted hood. AM tape,
tilt wheel and sliding












1968 3,4 TON Chevrolet
pickup, 396 V-8 with
heavy duty 4 speed
transmission. Call after







tiac. Priced to sell.
Call 753-57311
50. Campers
1968 LAYTON 22 ft. travel
trailer camper dual
axels, self contained.




Call 753-4128 after 5.
16' TRAILER, camper.






and roofs sealed. Call







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
CUSTOM SPLIT rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-5569
for free survey and
estimate.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.




estimates. 24 hour an-
swering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and








112 S. 4th Street
Mornry





TANK and backhoe .
work needs call John
Lane.Pholie 753-8669 or
436-2586.
1965 CHEVROLET GENERAL BACKHOE
Pickup, Good condition. work, white gravel,














exterior by the hour or





DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.







home and inclujstrial, air
conditioning, 'and
refrigeration, plumbing




gutters installed per you
specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
WILL TUTOR all












efficient service. NO job










rocked and graded. Rip
rap delivered and
placed. Decorated rock
put down over plastic.
Free estimate. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling








and seal coating. For
free estimate, call 753-
8994.
51. Services Offered
K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
We buy, sell and repair
appliances and mowers.
ELECTROLUX SALES








and table tops; and also
aluminum storm doors











doors. Paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.
BABYSITTING, Highway
280 area. $15.00 per
week. Call 436-5375.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
and clock repair. See
Clifton Paschall off
Murray-Lynn Grove








interior, new and old












Three bull dozers to.
serve you. Free
estima1e. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or









dog. Black. Small sized
with fairly long hair.
Will need plenty of love
and kind attention as she
has been abandoned by
her former owners. She
desperately needs a
good home. Call 753-
8057.
FREE FOUR month old
part German Shepherd
puppies. Healthy and
loving. Owner ,had to
leave town and left pups







dog needs good home
desperately. Year old,
black and white dog.
Medium long silky hair.
Medium size. All shots
and in perfect health.
Needs love. Call 436-
2603.
Telephone Solicitors
Full Or Part Time
Work in your home or our office, good pay, good
voice necessary, no experience necessary but
public contact or sales experience helpful.
Call Ledger & Times
753-1916 or
753-1917












New three bedroom, two bath, den-kitchen com-
bination, formal living room and dining room:
Double garage, bey window, central heat and
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Funeral services for Grady
Housden of Haze! Route Two
wilLbe held today at two p. m.
at the Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church with Bro.
Henry Hargis and Bro. John
Dale officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Junior Brandon, Joe Max
Hudson, Henry Payne
Hudson, Tom White, James
Harold Housden, and Ronald
Housden. Burial will be in the
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Housen, age 59, died
Thursday at five p. in. at his
home. His death followed an
extended illness.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Noma Hudson Housden, two
sons, Terry and Donald
Housden, sister, Mrs. Neva
Ray, two brothers, Orvley and
Eunice Housden, • and two
grandchildren, all of Hazel
Route Two.
SUNSHOWER. gospel singing group of M
emorial Baptist Church, will present a con-
cert on Sunday at seven p. m. at 
the church. Members are Ron 
Hampton, Lana
Newcom, Vicki Kloke, George Lewis, Rob
 Lough, Anne Lough, and Richard New
com.
Sunshower To Present Concert At
Memorial Church; Revival Planned
A concert will be given by
Sunshower, a gospel singing
gorup of the Memorial Baptist
Church, on Sunday.
September 19, at the worship
services at seven p, in. at the
church.
Sunshower will present its
Let's Stay Well
Sudden
Sudden infant death syndrome
SIDS), so named because its
cause remains inknown, can-
Unties to claim the Lives of about
10.060 apparently healthy infants
each year in the United Slates.
These deaths occur during sleep.
An additional explanation of
the pcssible cause of death was
offered recently by pediatricians
Harvey Kravitz, M.D. and
Robot Scherz, in the 13-
Inices Medical Journal. They feel
that these deaths may be related
to the obstruction of the infant's
airway as a result of the way the
baby's head is placed on the
mattress.
Other explanations have in-
cluded either an infection in the
respiratory tract a defect in the
respiratoy center of the brain so
that the infant "forgets" to
breathe, or inadequate develop-
ment of the lining tissue of the
lungs.
Prevention of death in young
infants has been equipping their
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Seirscrirers wIto bine not
received tear letait-deiversil
copy of The Myrna Ledger 4.
Theft by 5:30 p. rn. Mortary-
Friday
.
 et by 3:30 p. et. on
Sorterdays eqe urged to cell
733-1116 bohemia 3:30 p.
ad 6p. a., lifeetay-ifian,
or 3:30 p. a. aid 4 p. at.
Setwilays, to insure delivery
of tire newspaper. Calls noun
I. placed by 6 p. rn.
wanders or 4 p. Satur-
days tit geerarne delivery.
Infant Death Syndrome
beds with an alarm system that
goevoff if the infant ceases to
breathe. These alarms are used
during the first few months of
He because it is during this
period that almost all SIDS take
place.
While these alarm -systems
create great tensions in homes
and require close attention,
deaths continue to occur because
It is not clear when such precau-
tions should be taken. When they
are not and death occurs. "over-
sight" may bring remorse and
criticism. A simpler, effective
preventive which could be
widely used would be highly
desirable.
These two pediatricians may
have a pcssible solution. They
believe the sudden infant death
syndrome may result from
movement of the tongue and a
hyperactive lower jaw and soft
palate which combine to
obstruct the upper airway in
these infants
The authors offer this sugges-
taxi "WA 1:ebeve that when an
infant sleeps with his head
raised at i 30 degree angte in
either the prone or supine posi-
tion, this would result in a
decrease of the posterior da-
Autopsies of infants who were
victims of SIDS often show no
explanation of death. In many in-
stances, the infants have been
described as lying in the honzon-
tal position. No reports of sudden
infant death syndrome have
been described as occuring
while children wens in infant
seats, though many sleep in these
seats.
If respiratory tract obstruction













bythe authors, fitting the infants
with a collar might well serve to
keep the neck extended and pre-
vent obstruction by the tongue
and all palate.
While other causes of SIDS
may exist these authors stagiest
additional studies to determine
the effects of body positions on
airway obstruction and of a
potaible optimum position in
which to place an infant for
sleeping. This information could
help prevent or reduce the num-
ber of cases of sudden infant
death syndrome
Q. Mr. T. 1. has had a white
area on the right side of his
tongue for ttree to four months.
He has no symptoms and does
not smoke. He asks for comment
A. Such white areas in lining
Ussue Onucosa) of the tongue and
mouth are known as
leukoplakia Although the exact
cause is unknown, it is thought to
be from local imtation. You
shouki see a physicians to deter-
mine whether a biopsy is necess-
ary because leukoplakia is
regarded as a premalignanti, 
condition. Bacterial and fungal,
sashes may be needed. You may
need also to see a dentists to rule
out any trauma to your tongue
from your teeth. It is pcesibie
that you are biting your tongue
during sleep. A property fitted
guard can be made to prevent
your doing 90, if necemary.
Q. Mrs. M I- wants to know if
marijuana is useful in the treat-
ment of glaucoma.
A: The active ingredient
(ter ahycl rocannabino( THC) in
manjunana has been found in
 esperiments on animals to
r duce the pressure inside their
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.
355.6, up 0.1.
Below dam 302.3, up 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.7,
up 0.2.
Below dam 302.7, up 0.1.
Sunset 7:02. Sunrise 6:41.
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SECOND GREATEST
LOS ANGELES ( AP ) — "The
second greatest show on earth:
was P. T. Barnurn's description
"Bicentennial Salute To
America" along with other
selections. This group has
sung for churches, civic
organizations, clubs, and this
past summer at the
campgrounds in the Land
Between The Lakes.
The group is composed of
Ron Hampton, associate
pastor at Memorial and
director of Sunshower, Lana
Newcom, Vicki Kloke; and
George Lewis, students and
staff at Murray . State
University, Rob Lough, Anne
Lough, and Richard Newcom.
former MSU students.
Following the concert Rev
Jerrell White, church pastor,
will speak on the subject, "A
Joyful Spirit Filled Life" with
scripture from John 10:10 and
Galatians 2:20.
At the morning service at
10:50 a. m. Rev. White will
speak on the subject, "Life
After Death" with scripture
from I Corinthians 15. Special
music will be "Working on a
Building" by the Sanctuary
Choir.
L. D. Cathey, deacon of the
week will assist in the
morning services, along with
Margaret Wilkins, organist,
and Dianne Dixon, pianist.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a. -rn. and Church
Training at six p. m.
Revival services will open
Monday, September 20, at the
church with the guest
evangelist being Rev. Jack
Geurin, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Dyer, Ind. He
is the son of .Mr. and Mrs.
Rudolph Geurin of the Elm
Grove community in Calluway
County.
Services will be held each
evening through September 26
at 7:30 p. m, argILTilesiday
through Friday at noon. Music
will be under the direction of
Rev. Ron Hampton, music
director of the church. The
revival choir, open to
members of both the
sanctuary and college choirs,
will meet each evening at 7:10
p. m. prior to the services.
_Menus for week of
of the view from Mt. Was.hing--4-.: ptember 20-24 for the
Murray City Schools have




— Monday - hot dogs and
cookie; Tuesday - pizza and
chocolate cake; Wednesday -
ravioli and ice cream;
Thursday - tacos and donuts;
Friday - submarine and
cookie. Vegetables and fruits
not listed because of variety
offered.
MURRAY MIDDLE
SCHOOL — Monday - corn
dogs, green peas, carrots, and
donuts; Tuesday - pizza,




butter, and jelly; Thursday -
tacos, lettuce, tomatoes,
cheese, Mexican beans,
raisins, and ice cream;
Friday - barbecued chicken
sandwich, whole kernel corn,
Hawaiian salad, and cookie. "
CARTER and ROBERTSON
ELEMENTARY SCHOOIS —
Monday - corn dogs, nixed
vegetables, peaches, and
chocolate cake; Tuesday -
spaghetti, tossed salad;
raisins, French bread, and ice
cream; Wednesday - tacos,
lettuce and tomatoes,
Mexican beans, applesauce,
and cookie; Thursday -
hamburger, buttered carrots;
potato chips, and pineapple
pudding; Friday - toasted
cheese sandwich green beans,
mixed fruit, and cookie, Milk
and bread are served daily
ton, named as one of America's
top 500 sights to see by the
Rand McNally "Traveler's Al-
manac."
According to .the. Almanac,
the highest wind speed ever
clocked in the U.S. (231 miles
per hour) was measured by a
private weather research sta-
tion atop the k,288-foot-high
peak near Pinkharn Notch in

















will be held at the First
Baptist Church, South Fourth
Street, on Sunday, September
19, with Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor, speaking at both the
10:45 a, m. and seven p. m.
services.
"Our Inheritance" with
scripture from I Peter 1:3-7
will be the subject of the
morning sermpn. Bro. G. T.
Moody, minister of
education, and Dan Shipley,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services Sunday
morning.
The Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, with Mrs. John
Bowker as organist, will sing
"Sweet, Sweet Spirit" at the
morning services and
-Wonderful Grace of Jesus"
at the evening services..
Gus Robertson, Jr., will sing
a solo, "The King Is Coming"
at the morning hour, and
David Ezell will give his
summer missionary
testimony and sing a solo at
the services Sunday evening.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Fullness Of Joy" with
the scripture lesson from
Psalm 16:11,
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m.
Taking the offering on
Sunday morning will be J. D.
Rayburn, Billy J. Parker,
Richard Knight, Rusty Sims,
Henry Warren, Don Robinson,
and Billy J. Puckett.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Mike Robertson,
Mrs, Dale Cochran, Mrs.
Clyde Adkins, Miss Susan
Estes, Mrs. Bill Whittaker,
Mrs. Bill Sams, Miss Julie
Sams, Miss Maryjane Estes,
Mrs. B. C. Grogan, Miss
Donna Bailey, Miss Karen
Bailey, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Workman,
Sunday School Preparation
Week will be held Sunday
through Wednesday at the
church.




The acceptance deadline for
entries in the second annual
Magic Silver Show at Murray
State University has been set
for Nov. 8, according to
Michael Johnson, assistant art
professor.
As many as four entries of
any size may be submitted in
the contest, which is open for
art work prepared by use of
the photographic process.
"It is considered an
internaticinal competition
since we do have several
posters mailed abroad and the
contest is open to anyone who
wishes to enter," show
coordinator Johnson said.
Only original works of- artt
done in the media of light
sensitive materials, black and
white, color, or any
combination that have not
been published, purchased or
shown previously can be
submitted.
Seven cash awards will be
Senior Citizens To
Hear Roy Flint At
Center On Tuesday
Senior Citizens of Murray-
Calloway Co. that are in-
terested in ceramics, oil
painting, water colors,
scuplturing, drawing and etc.
are encouraged to come to a
special meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 21, at 2:15 p. m, at the
Ellis Community Center on
Ellis Dr.
Roy Flint, a Murray State
University Student, will con-
-*duct the meeting and explain
the lessons. Dates for these
lessons will be announced
later. These lessons will be for
men and women.
For transportation to this
meeting call 753-9725 by 11:00
a. m. Transportation will be
provided to the lessons. Some
of the lessons may be at night.
For more information call
Verona Grogan at 753-0924.
11
made — • one each for $500,
$200, and $150 and two for $100
and two for $50.
An exhibition of the
submitted works will be held
in the ClAra M. Eagle Gallery
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center from Feb. 11 to March
9, 1977.
Each print and flat work
submitted must be backed by
cardboard or heavy mat board
of the same size as the work
and must be mailable through
the U. S. Postal Service.
The artist's name, address
and phone number, title of
work, media or process
involved and indication of sale
price, if artist wishes, should
accompany the entry on a 3x5
inch card attached to the
back.
A $2.25 fee per print in check
or money order made to
Murray State Univertity
Dept. of Art must accompany
each entry. Works sent by
commercial carrier must
arrive prepaid with the
insurance paid by the artist.
There will be no
classification for the works to
be judged by Michael Simon,
instructor at Beloit College in
Wisconsin. Simon is a member
of the Board of Directors for
the Midwest Society for
Photographic Education.
Works will be returned if
postage in the form of stamps
is included. A self-a
stamped envelope s1thj be
included for notification
either acceptance or rejection
of works, which will be made
on or about Nov. 17.
Johnson said that while all
reasonable care will be taken
in handling entries, they wil
be shipped, handled and
displayed at the artist's risk,
but accepted works will be
insured during the exhibition.
All entries should be
addressed to: Magic Silver
Show, Dept. of Art, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky.'
42071 or brought to the fourth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
Bra John Dale To
Speak Sunday At
Church Of Christ
Bro. John Dale, minister of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of.Christ, will speak at
the 10:44 a. it. and six p.
services on Sunday,
September 29, at the church.
The song service will be
directed by Jerry Bolls and
the announcements will be by
Ed Thomas.
"What Are You Going To Do
With Last Sunday's
Sermons?" will be the subject
for the morning sermon
Charles Reed to read the
scripture from Acts 17:32-34.
Prayers will be led by Alan
Jones and Steve Steele.
The evening sermon subject
will be "Now That I Know
What I Can't Do, What Can I
Do?" with the scripture from
Galatians 5:22,23 to be read by
Ed Timmerman. E. C. Wallin
and Kerry Gillihan will lead in
prayers.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Noah Wheatley
and Bernice Wilferd. Ted
Howard, Jerry Humphreys,
Ken Humphreys, and David
Jewell will serve on the
Extension Department.
Debates . . .
(Continued from Page 11
Officials of the nation's four
television networks meet
today with the League at its
national headquarters here.
Representatives from ABC,
NBC and the Public Broad-
casting System reportedly
also _will try to have the
restrictions lifted.
The first of three scheduled
debates between President
Ford and Democratic
nominee Jimmy Carter will be
held Thursday in
Philadelphia.
CBS said it objected to
having to submit the names of
the reporters who will ask the
questions before the questions
are announced, having to use
ABC as a "pool" camera
operation for a single
television feed, and a ban
against camera shots of the
debate audience.
Christian Church
"I Am The True Vine" will
be the subject of the fourth
lesson in a series of sermons
on "I Am The Light of The
World" to be preached by Dr.
David C. Roos at the First
Christian Church ( Disciples of
Christ) on Sunday, September
19, at 10:45 a.m. His scripture
will be from John 15:1-8.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist, will
sing the anthem, "The Hem Of
His Robe."
Miss Rebecca Dublin will be
worship leader and Rita
Egnor will be candle lighter.
Greeters will be Dan McKeel
and Mr. and Mrs. Lenvel
Yates.
Elders serving will be
Bailey Gore and Auburn
Wells. Deacons will be Jim
Cloptor., Dr. Joe Cartwright,
Dr. Ron Cella, Robert
Hopkins, Don McCord, and
Lenvel Yates.
The flowers on the Com-
munion Table will be in
memory of Golan Hays by his
wife.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m., with Vesper services
,frnd youth groups scheduled at
six p.m. Sunday.
The Christian Women's
Fellowship will have a salad
supper at six p. m. on
Tuesday, September 21, in the
church library with the
program to .be presented by
Henry C. Bannon, soloist, with
Marie Taylor as accompanist.
Miss Lisa Warren, daughter
of Ray Warren of Murray
Route Seven and grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fume Warren of Murray, has
been selected as a state
finalist from Graves County
in the Miss Kentucky United
Teenager Pageant which
doses tonight at Lexington.












It cooks accurately by TEMPERATURE
automatically...








Until recently, microwave cooking was
done by time alone. Then, GE intro-
duced the Automatic Chef Temperature
Sensor, which automaticatfy cooks ac-
curately by temperature. For many foods,
lest insert the, probe and set the tem-
perature. When the food reaches the
proper serving temperature, the oven
automatically shuts off and signals the
food is ready. Also features three power
levels for cooking flexibility, big 1.3 cv.
ft. size and digital timer.
Come in for a demonstration! 95




212 E. Main — 753-1586
service all GE microwave ovens we sell!
They do not have to be sent back to the factory for repair.
